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During the last few years, Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) has been 

considered to be the new phase in the evolution of distributed enterprise applications. Even 

though there is a common acceptance of this concept, a real problem hinders the 

widespread use of SOA: A methodology to design and build secure service-oriented 

applications is needed. In this dissertation, we design a novel process to secure service 

oriented applications. Our contribution is original not only because it applies the MDA 
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approach to the design of service-oriented applications but also because it allows their 

securing by dynamically applying security patterns throughout the whole process.  

Security patterns capture security knowledge and describe security mechanisms. In 

our process, we present a structured map of security patterns for SOA and web services and 

its corresponding catalog. At the different steps of a software lifecycle, the architect or 

designer needs to make some security decisions. An approach using a decision tree made of 

security pattern nodes is proposed to help making these choices. We show how to extract a 

decision tree from our map of security patterns. Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) is an 

approach which promotes the systematic use of models during a system‟s development 

lifecycle. In the dissertation we describe a chain of transformations necessary to obtain 

secure models of the service-oriented application. 

A main benefit of this process is that it decouples the application domain expertise 

from the security expertise that are both needed to build a secure application. Security 

knowledge is captured by pre-defined security patterns, their selection is rendered easier by 

using the decision trees and their application can be automated. A consequence is that the 

inclusion of security during the software development process becomes more convenient 

for the architects/designers.  

A second benefit is that the insertion of security is semi-automated and traceable. 

Thus, the process is flexible and can easily adapt to changing requirements. Given that 

SOA was developed in order to provide enterprises with modular, reusable and adaptable 
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architectures, but that security was the principal factor that hindered its use, we believe that 

our process can act as an enabler for service-oriented applications. 
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CHAPTER 1  

 

INTRODUCTION 

1. 1. Motivations 

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is considered to be the new phase in the 

evolution of distributed enterprise applications. According to its advocates, SOA could 

enable the design and realization of flexible and extensible applications which span across 

multiple organizations. In our more and more competitive business world, in which 

business needs and partnerships are changing constantly, the rapid evolution of business 

applications is a key factor in the success of an organization.  

SOA has promised to provide enterprises with modular, reusable and easily 

extensible architectures that would enable them to adapt their applications easily so that 

they remain competitive and compliant. Most of the major software vendors sell SOA 

products, such as Enterprise Service Buses (ESBs). 
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Even though there is a common acceptance of this concept, a real problem hinders 

the widespread use of SOA: A methodology to design and build secure service-oriented 

applications is needed [Eps06].  

1. 2. Problem statement 

We define SOA as an architectural style in which a system is composed from a set 

of loosely coupled services that interact with each other by sending messages. In order to 

be independent from each other, each service publishes its description, which defines its 

interface and expresses constraints and policies that must be respected in order to interact 

with it. A service is thus a building block for service-oriented applications. In this 

architectural style, applications are built by coordinating and assembling services. A key 

principle about services is that they should be easily reusable and discoverable, even in an 

inter-organizational context. 

While it is reasonable to trust predefined actors in traditional areas of computing, it 

is not possible, or more complicated to establish trust among actors in an inter-

organizational context. For example, the “hardware” or some “trusted computing base” is 

blindly trusted when designing an operating system. In the same way, one can easily 

establish a trust relationship with the “enterprise directory” in the case of a single 

organization‟s system. Comparatively, it is much more complicated to establish trust 

dynamically across principals from different organizations. 

Furthermore, the channels of communication between the participating entities in a 

service-oriented application are much more vulnerable than in operating systems or within 
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the boundaries of an organization‟s computer network, since they are established on public 

networks.  

Many efforts have been made to alleviate those security vulnerabilities that were 

introduced in the complex context of service-oriented applications. They principally 

consisted in the production of numerous, often overlapping security standards by the 

industry actors [Gee03,Vie06]. We produced a survey about web services in which we 

arranged web services security standards into the web service stack [Fer05].  But there is 

still no clear view of how to use them in order to produce secure service-oriented 

applications. 

SOA enables the design of flexible and modular software applications that can be 

used in a cross-organization context. Unfortunately, those qualities generally have a 

negative impact on the security of the software application. In this dissertation, we 

investigate the production of secure service-oriented applications. In particular, we provide 

an approach to build secure service-oriented applications that takes into account the new 

security issues introduced by the complexity of service-oriented applications. 

1. 3. Methodology and overview of the solution 

So far, there exists a variety of web services security standards, but it is not clear 

how to select them and how to use them to secure a particular service-oriented application 

[Vie06]. But the basic security mechanisms that they use are not new and are widely used 

in current distributed systems. 
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We build upon two different approaches to secure service-oriented applications: 

model-driven development and the use of security patterns. With a comprehensive pattern 

language, developers can address authentication, access control, privacy, wireless security, 

and audit controls, while satisfying various standards and protocols. Application designers 

can use best practices, make informed choices, avoid common pitfalls, and analyze their 

application with confidence at higher levels of abstraction. Since applications have become 

increasingly complex and because the design of secure systems necessitates some kind of 

security expertise, we believe that patterns are a good solution to effectively convey 

security concepts in analysis and design for secure applications. In [Fer06b], a 

methodology to develop secure systems using patterns is described. In our process, we 

adapt this methodology to SOA and present a structured map of security patterns for SOA 

and web services and its corresponding catalog. 

At the different steps of a software lifecycle, the architect or designer needs to make 

some security decisions. In [Fer07b], an approach using a decision tree made of security 

pattern nodes is proposed to help making these choices. Decision trees make architectural 

knowledge explicit and reusable. In this research, we incorporate this approach to our 

process and show how to extract a decision tree from our map of security patterns. 

Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) is an approach defined by the Object 

Management Group (OMG), which promotes the systematic use of models during a 

system‟s development lifecycle [MDAG]. Compared to the traditional approach in which 

the key artifact is the code itself, and in which the use of models is limited to 

documentation purposes, model-driven development aims at using models to automatically 
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produce the final code. Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) is a model-driven approach 

defined by the Object Management Group (OMG). It specifies three layered views in order 

to describe a system‟s architecture and proposes a process for software development. A 

CIM is a model of a system from a computation independent viewpoint. A PIM is a model 

of the system from a platform independent viewpoint. A PSM is a model of the system 

from a platform specific viewpoint. MDA is based on a set of specifications in order to 

achieve interoperability and portability among artifacts. A rationale for using this approach 

is that the layered views provide a good framework to enforce the key security principle of 

„defense-in-depth‟, which states that it is important to secure all the architectural layers of 

the system to be secured. Moreover, since we represent the solution part of a pattern as a 

UML model, we can easily superimpose security patterns to an unsecure model of an 

application using the MDA transformations.  

The main benefit of this approach is that it decouples the application domain 

expertise from the security expertise that are both needed to build a secure application: It is 

usually difficult for non-security specialists to design a secure application. On the other 

hand, a security expert would have to become an expert in an application‟s domain model 

in order to understand where to apply security mechanisms and what security mechanisms 

are adequate. Indeed, we believe that this is a main liability of the aspect-oriented 

programming approach, which would require the application developers to become experts 

in each aspect implemented, or which would require an expert in each aspect to study the 

application domain model. With our approach, the security expertise is embodied in the 

security patterns, and the model-driven engineering approach facilitates the integration of 
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those patterns‟ solution into the application design and implementation. Thus, the 

application designers/developers can add security to their applications easily. 

In order to illustrate our process, we apply it to a real world example. Consider a 

generic inter-organizational application, based on services: a travel agency system. 

Basically, the travel agency allows its customer to buy vacation packages. This is done by 

using its partner‟s services to search, reserve and buy hotel stays, car rental and airline 

tickets. The example is a running example: it is used throughout the dissertation, in each of 

the chapters. 

1. 4.  Contributions 

Our approach to secure service-oriented applications builds upon two independent 

approaches, so the contributions of this research have value of their own and could be used 

in other methodologies or for different purposes. Those contributions include: 

• A security-enabled MOF metamodel for service-oriented applications (SOA 

PIM) 

• A security-enabled MOF metamodel for web services-based applications (WS 

PSM) 

• A map of security patterns for SOA and web services, and their corresponding 

catalog of security patterns. 

• An approach to use a pattern map as a decision tree. 
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• A transformation definition from the SOA PIM to the WS PSM 

• A transformation definition from the SOA PIM to a secured SOA PIM and 

from the WS PSM to the secured PSM. 

• The methodology itself: it can be abstracted and be applied to different 

architectural styles. 

1. 5. Organization of the dissertation 

Chapter 2 presents general background about patterns, SOA and Model Driven 

Engineering (MDE) and describes the related works and compares our approach to other 

methodologies. In Chapter 3, we discuss the motivations and the theoretical backgrounds 

for our security process and describe it in detail. In Chapter 4, we provide a security 

analysis of the SOA that lead us to the definition of a security-enabled metamodel for 

service-oriented applications. In Chapter 5 a similar metamodel for web services-based 

applications is presented. Chapter 6 presents the map of security patterns and its catalog of 

security patterns, and discusses how it can be used as a decision tree for making security 

decisions during the steps of our process. In Chapter 7, we define the different model 

transformations that are part of our process. Chapter 8 concludes the dissertation and 

highlights directions for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2  

 

BACKGROUND 

This chapter presents some background for the coming chapters.  

2. 1. System Security 

In [Fer08], computer security is defined as the protection against the following 

attacks: 

 Unauthorized data disclosure: An objective of a secure system is to 

preserve its confidentiality or secrecy. Data should be disclosed only to 

authorized users. Cryptography, authorization and access control are used 

for hiding the contents of data. Authorization defines permitted access to 

resources depending on the accessor, the resource being accessed and the 

intended use of the resource. Access control is some way to enforce 

authorization. 

 Unauthorized data modification: Another objective for a secure system is to 

preserve its integrity, that is, to prevent from inconsistencies or erroneous 
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data. Cryptography, authorization and access control, as well as 

identification and authentication mechanisms and anti-replay mechanisms 

are used to fulfill this security objective.  

 Denial of service: A third objective of a secure system is to preserve its 

availability. This refers to the ability for legitimate users to use the 

information or resource desired. We won‟t take this aspect into 

consideration in our analysis: availability is ensured at a lower level by the 

infrastructure. 

 Lack of accountability: The fourth objective of a secure system is to provide 

non-repudiation capabilities. The system must be able to hold users 

responsible for their actions. Digital signatures, as well as logging and audit 

are common mechanisms to achieve this goal. 

The interpretations of these four aspects vary, depending on the context. Systems of 

interest in this research are distributed systems. Thus computer security is defined with an 

emphasis on information security: How do we secure the information that is stored 

within/in transit between the different components of such systems?  

Security of systems relies on both policies and mechanisms. A security policy 

divides the states of a system into authorized and non-authorized states, everything that 

conforms to the policies is authorized [Fer08]. A security mechanism is a method, tool, or 

procedure for enforcing a security policy [Bis02]. The computer systems at the institution 

should enforce these policies by reflecting them into their mechanisms. 
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Security models help produce precise security policies. The access control matrix 

model, which describes the rights of users over objects in a matrix is the simplest model for 

describing access control policies.   

2. 2. Software Patterns 

A software pattern is based on the notion defined in the field of building 

architecture by C. Alexander [Ale77] in a series of books from 1964 to 1979. He found 

similarities in the design of the pieces of great buildings, and noted that their design 

depended on the piece‟s surroundings. He proposed that those „patterns‟ of design should 

be documented and reused for future designs. A pattern should then describe the context in 

which it occurred, the problem that it resolved, and the detailed solution that resolved the 

problem. In his view, a problem was a set of conflicting forces, which normally existed in 

the design domain (in his case buildings construction) and a solution was a way to balance 

the forces, that is, to minimize the conflicts between the forces. A simple example of 

conflicting forces from Alexander is “no one uses balconies or porches that are less than six 

feet in depth”. The solution to that conflict is to “make the balcony more than six feet”. 

It is interesting to note that his approach challenged the “rational design” approach 

which emphasized an automation of the design of building using rules and algorithms 

[Cop98]. According to him, this approach failed to meet the real demands of real users, 

compared to the designing with patterns, which progresses in an evolutionary fashion and 

better adapts to the needs of the users. 
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Their application to the software domain started in 1987 with patterns for Smalltalk 

programmers and become popular with the wide acceptance of the book “Design Patterns: 

Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software” by the Gang of Four [Gam94]. In this 

book, patterns for object-oriented development are presented. While the expected qualities 

in the architecture domain include beauty, practicality, and comfort; in the software 

domain, users (end users, maintenance staff, design staff, coding staff) are interested in 

qualities such as modularity, reusability, spatial and time-efficiency, scalability, 

extensibility, complexity, security, interoperability, maintainability, costs, etc. 

There are three conceptual types of software patterns: 

 An architectural pattern expresses a fundamental structural organization 

or schema for software systems. It provides a set of predefined 

subsystems, specifies their responsibilities, and includes rules and 

guidelines for organizing the relationships between them [Gam94]. 

 A design pattern provides a scheme for refining the subsystems or 

components of a software system, or the relationships between them. It 

describes commonly recurring structure of communicating components 

that solves a general design problem within a particular context [Gam94].  

 An idiom is a low-level pattern specific to a programming language. An 

idiom describes how to implement particular aspects of components or the 

relationships between them using the features of the given language 

[Gam94]. 
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2.2.1. Security Patterns 

Yoder and Barcalow wrote the first paper on security patterns [Yod97] although 

several papers had previously developed object-oriented models of security mechanisms 

[Fer93],[Ess97]. Security patterns join the extensive knowledge accumulated about security 

with the structure provided by patterns to provide guidelines for secure system design and 

evaluation. Security patterns describe a precise generic model for a security mechanism. 

They are also useful to understand complex systems and to teach security concepts. 

In [Schu06], a security pattern is defined as a pattern that describes a particular 

recurring security problem that arises in specific context, and presents a well-proven 

generic solution for it. In the field of security, a problem occurs whenever an asset, such as 

an enterprise, or a system, or an application is protected in an insufficient way against 

abuse, or a situation arises that can allow security violations.  

Security patterns can be architectural patterns or design patterns can even be at a 

higher level of abstraction – organization, processes, etc. In [Fer06], a catalog of security 

patterns is presented.  

2. 3. Service Oriented Architecture 

2.3.1. Why Service Oriented Architecture? 

Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) refers to a model of computation that 

appeared in the last few years. It is not fundamentally new since it has roots in diverse 
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architectural paradigms such as object-oriented programming (OOP), business process 

management (BPM) and enterprise application integration (EAI). Under the SOA model, 

an organization‟s business processes are composed from basic units of computation called 

services that communicate by sending messages. From OOP, SOA reused principles such 

as abstraction, reusability and composition of the service components. Like in BPM, one of 

SOA‟s goals is the adaptability of the produced business processes. Finally, several 

principles were taken from EAI: loose coupling of components and process adaptability 

that were implemented in the form of the broker and the orchestration engine components. 

SOA has evolved in order to benefit an organization in two mains aspects: 

 reduced IT costs due to the interoperability between services. 

 increased organizational agility due to the adaptability of business 

processes. 

2.3.2. What is Service Oriented Architecture? 

An architectural style specifies the set of computational components and 

connectors that can be used to describe the architecture of a family of systems. It also 

defines a set of constraints on how the components and the connectors can be combined. 

Technically, we consider SOA as an architectural style in which a system is composed 

from a series of loosely coupled services that interact with each other by sending messages. 

In order to be independent from each other, each service publishes its description, which 
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defines its interface and expresses constraints and policies that must be respected in order 

to interact with it.  

But SOA is not only an architectural style since services must adhere to some 

principles [Erl05]: 

 Loose coupling: Services maintain a relationship that minimizes 

dependencies 

 Service contract: Services adhere to a communications agreement, as 

defined collectively by one or more service descriptions and related 

documents 

 Autonomy: Services have control over the logic they encapsulate 

 Abstraction: Services hide logic from the outside world 

 Reusability: Logic is divided into services with the intention of promoting 

reuse 

 Composability: Collections of services can be coordinated and assembled to 

form composite services 

 Statelessness: Services minimize retaining information specific to an 

activity 
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 Discoverability: Services are designed to be outwardly descriptive so that 

can be found and assessed via available discovery mechanisms 

2.3.3. Service-oriented applications 

Since services are reusable components that are intended to be composed to reflect 

changing business processes, the concept of application is somewhat blurred in SOA. A 

service can be used by many business processes. At the same time, a service can itself be 

composed from other services. Therefore, an organization typically owns services of 

various granularities. For example an organization‟s service inventory (defined in [Erl05]) 

could include utility services, entity services and business processes.  In this dissertation, 

we refer to the implementation of a business process as a service-oriented application. 

2.3.4. Implementing Service Oriented Architecture 

An organization wanting to apply SOA principles must carry out the two following 

tasks: 

1) Creating the service inventory: What services must be created? The right 

granularity must be chosen for them to be reusable. What interface 

should they use? How should they be/are they implemented? 

2)  Assembling business processes: How to select and orchestrate the 

necessary services for a business process?  
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In this context, the development of an application is different from traditional 

software development. The service-oriented application lifecycle must include adapted 

analysis and design phases. The analysis phase must produce candidate services from 

business requirements. During this phase, the organization‟s business analysts and 

information architects must actively cooperate. The design phase refines candidate services 

with an emphasis on the standards to be used. Also, at this point, the business process must 

be defined formally. The development and testing phases are more conventional, because 

of the principle of abstraction. Development can consist in the production of new code or 

the use of an existing application‟s logic. 

2. 4. Web Services 

The most used implementation platform for SOA is the Web Services technology. 

Web services are characterized through industry-defined standards. 

Web services are platform-independent, language-independent services that expose 

an XML-based interface and can be published in a service registry so that they can be 

automatically discovered, bound and used. Their interface is described using the Web 

Services Description Language (WSDL) which specifies a set of operations that can be 

invoked. Web services communicate by sending messages over the Simple Object Access 

Protocol (SOAP). SOAP is usually bound to the usual Web protocols (HTTP, SMTP, etc). 

Web services can be published into a UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery, and 

Integration) registry and latter discovered. Finally a web service can be composed from 

other web services. The resulting business process can be described using the Web Services 
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Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL) and executed by an orchestration 

engine. 

Additionally, other standards provide system properties (security, reliability, etc) 

and functionalities (support for transactions, coordination, etc). The WS-* family of 

standards (WS-Security, WS-Policy, WS-Trust, WS-Addressing, WS-Coordination, etc) 

has been defined to extend SOAP by an alliance including IBM and Microsoft and has 

been taken over by the Oasis-Open committee.  

2.4.1. XML Schema 

The XML Schema Definition Language (XSD) is used heavily in web services 

architectures. It allows the production of XML schemas that contain a series of rules and 

constraints that formally defines a class of hierarchical XML documents. XML documents 

must comply with those rules and constraints for parsers and processors to consider them as 

valid.  

2.4.2. WSDL 

A description of a web service is provided using the Web Services Description 

Language. The WSDL specification separates the abstract definition of a service from its 

concrete definition. The abstract definition includes the interface of the service (port types), 

and the definition of messages it is intended to consume and produce. Messages are defined 
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using types from an XML Schema. The concrete definition comprises binding information 

such as the network protocol and network addresses to be used. 

2.4.3. SOAP 

SOAP is a simple request/response protocol. SOAP messages consist of a header 

and a body, embedded in an envelope section. It usually relies upon an XML schema to 

define structure and types for the payload. 

2.4.4. WS-BPEL (a.k.a. BPEL4WS or BPEL) 

Web Services Business Process Execution Language provides a means to formally 

specify business processes and interaction protocols. A business process service, 

collaborates with other services, called partner links or partner services. The workflow of 

tasks that must be carried out by the business service is composed from basic activities, 

such as „receive‟, „invoke‟, „reply‟, or control structures such as „switch‟, „sequence‟, 

„flow‟, etc. 

2.4.5. Putting it all together 

The following is a common scenario for web services.  

1) A web service provider publishes its WSDL description in a UDDI registry. 
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2) A web service consumer queries the registry to find a service provider that can 

fulfill its needs. 

3) The UDDI registry responds to the query by sending the WSDL description of 

adequate service providers. 

4) The service consumer uses the information contained in the WSDL description 

to send a SOAP request to the service provider. 

5) The service provider sends back the expected SOAP response to the service 

consumer. 

2. 5. Model-Driven Development 

“A model is a description of (part of) a system written in a well-defined language. 

A well-defined language is a language with well-defined form (syntax), and meaning 

(semantics), which is suitable for automated interpretation by a computer” [Kle03]. 

Examples of languages for software models include Petrinet, Entity Relationship model, 

UML. 

Model-driven development promotes the systematic use of models during a 

system‟s development lifecycle. This approach differs from the traditional evolution of 

software techniques which defined higher and higher abstractions of the computing 

technologies: from the hardware to the machine language to the functional programming 

languages to the object-oriented languages. All those technologies focused on the „solution 

space‟, that is the supporting computing technologies for the system. Model-driven 
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development emphasizes on abstractions from the „problem space‟, that is, it models the 

system by using concepts from the system‟s application domain. Compared to the 

traditional approach in which the key artifact is the code itself, and in which the use of 

models is limited to documentation purposes, model-driven development aims at using 

models to automatically produce the final code. With model-driven engineering, it is 

possible to alleviate platforms complexity and express domain concepts effectively by 

defining technologies that combine [Sch06b]: 

 Domain-specific modeling languages, 

 Transformation engines and generators, so that artifacts can be generated 

automatically from the models. 

The models provide an integrated view of the system, increase the portability of the 

solution and facilitate the maintenance of the system. At the same time it promotes reuse 

since domain models can be reused for a variety of applications. Model-driven 

development has been increasingly popular, and many technologies have appeared. Among 

those are Executable UML [Mel02], which is a methodology based on the UML modeling 

language to produce executable programming languages, Generative Programming 

[Cza06], and OMG‟s Model-Driven Architecture [MDAG]. 

2. 6. Model-Driven Architecture 

Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) is a model-driven approach defined by the 

Object Management Group (OMG) [OMGa]. It specifies three views in order to describe a 
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system‟s architecture and proposes a process for software development. MDA is based on a 

set of specifications in order to achieve interoperability and portability. 

2.6.1. The MDA views 

MDA proposes three views (or viewpoints) on the architecture of a system 

[MDAG]: 

 The computation independent viewpoint focuses on the environment of the 

system and the requirements for the system. The details of the structure and 

processing of the system are hidden. 

 The platform independent viewpoint focuses on the structure and the 

operation of the system while hiding the details necessary for a particular 

platform. 

 The platform specific viewpoint combines the platform independent 

viewpoint with an additional focus on the detail of the use of a specific 

platform by a system. 
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2.6.2. The MDA process 

The MDA process relies heavily on the use of models. The MDA development 

process consists in a series of model transformations prior to obtaining the final 

implementation of a system. 

First, a model of the system viewed from the computation independent viewpoint is 

created from the requirements for the system. This is the Computational Independent 

Model (CIM), also called the domain model or business model. A CIM shows the system in 

the environment in which it will operate and thus presents what the system is expected to 

do. 

Then a Platform Independent Model (PIM) is produced, it is a model of the system 

from the platform independent viewpoint. The requirements described by the CIM should 

be traceable to the PIM.  

Then, a specific platform is chosen that enables implementation of the system with the 

desired architectural qualities. A model for that platform should also be available.  Finally, 

the Platform Specific Model (PSM) is produced; it is a model of the system from the 

platform specific viewpoint. The process of converting one model to another model of the 

same system is called model transformation. Transforming a PIM to a PSM is referred to as 

the „MDA pattern‟ or „MDA mapping‟. (Figure 2. 1).  
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Figure 2. 1. Model Transformation [MDAG] 

Meta-models 

A meta-model (also referred to as a language) is the definition of a model. For 

example, we consider an employee database for a particular organization. The database 

contains information about the organization‟s employees, such as their personal 

information, their position within the organization, their qualifications. We can describe 

this particular relational database using the relational model by specifying an Employee 

table, which consists of the employee name, address, the department in which he is 

working, etc, a Department table, an EmployeeQualifications table and a Qualifications 

table. The particular database is thus an instance of the relational model. The relational 

model uses concepts such as relations (also viewed as tables), rows, and columns. To 

formalize these concepts, we can now model the relational model, then creating a meta-

model for our database. We can choose the UML language for that purpose, and our model 

could consist of a class diagram containing a table class, a row class, etc, along with 

relationships between those classes.  
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The OMG has defined UML, a general purpose modeling language. However, in 

some cases UML might not be adapted or optimized for a particular system. Therefore, the 

OMG defined an even more universal modeling language, MOF (Meta-Object Facility), 

with which any kind of model can be defined. In fact, UML has been defined using this 

language, that is, MOF is a meta-model for UML. Coming back to our employee database 

example, we can say that MOF is a meta-meta-model for our database. 

2.6.3. MDA specifications 

The Meta-Object Facility (MOF) 

The Meta-Object Facility [MOF], is a meta-modeling language, that is, MOF is 

used to define models. MOF is defined by using a meta-modeling approach: it is used to 

model itself. It is defined by importing the UML Core package and extending it. The UML 

Core model provides basic concepts and graphical notation for the MOF model. MOF 

includes additional primitive types and capabilities, including support for identifiers, 

reflection and extensibility. 

XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) 

XML Metadata Interchange has been defined by the OMG [XMI]. It provides a 

way to map MOF models into XML documents, thus enabling interoperability between 

MOF-compliant modeling tools. This specification provides an XML schema that includes 

an XML representation for each element of the MOF model. It is frequently used now to 

exchange UML models. 
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The Unified Modeling Language (UML) 

UML [UML] is the most largely used object-oriented modeling language today. As 

its name indicates it, it is the result of the unification of three formerly competing object 

oriented methods. However, it does not provide a method, but rather a graphical notation, 

that can be used in several methods to describe software systems. UML allows the 

description of the functional, structural and behavioral aspects of a system by defining 

thirteen types of diagrams [UML]: 

 Structure Diagrams: Class Diagram, Object Diagram, Component Diagram, 

Composite Structure Diagram, Package Diagram, and Deployment 

Diagram.  

 Behavior Diagrams: Use Case Diagram; Activity Diagram, and State 

Machine Diagram.  

 Interaction Diagrams: all derived from the more general Behavior Diagram, 

include the Sequence Diagram, Communication Diagram, Timing Diagram, 

and Interaction Overview Diagram. 

UML models can be extended to be tailored to a more specific problem domain: a 

stereotype is a mechanism that allows the creation of a new model element from an existing 

model element, and a profile is a set of stereotype definitions and constraints on model 

(elements. 
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Query, Views and Transformations (QVT) 

QVT [QVT] is a standard specifying how a source model, expressed as a MOF 

meta-model, is transformed into a target model, also expressed as a MOF meta-model. In 

QVT, the transformation program is considered itself as a model expressed as a MOF 

meta-model.  

2. 7. Related work 

UMLSec is a UML Profile that allows expressing security-relevant information 

within the diagrams in a system specification [Jur02]. It defines constraints on elements 

that allow the evaluation of the security aspects of a system design. Since this UML Profile 

is very detailed and much accepted already, we could have used some of the security 

elements as a basic vocabulary for our patterns. 

In [Yua04], an approach to secure web services, based on a formal model based on 

a degree of safety for web services is proposed. It encompasses the discovery phase of web 

services but still does not address higher-level security issues that appear in SOA 

applications. [Char05] presents an Aspect-Oriented approach to secure web services 

compositions. They propose to extend BPEL to insert pointcuts. But the problem expressed 

earlier concerning AOP is present; the security expert would need to know or study the 

whole processes, and be able to write the specialized BPEL language. [Gut06] presents a 

whole process to secure web services-based systems. Security is integrated at an early stage 

(security requirements) and then transformed into lower-level artifacts. But the authors do 

not detail how the transformation is done: they do not take advantage of the MDA approach 
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that could allow a partial automation of the process by using MDA standards, such as MOF 

and the definition of metamodels. 

[Wad06] proposes to address non-functional aspects in SOA using a metamodel 

which is not dependent on implementation technologies, but it does not address high-level 

security issues. 

In [Ala04], a model driven approach to secure web services is proposed,  but it 

focuses on access control, by extending OCL (which is a part of UML) to define access 

control policies that are later transformed into XACML policies. In our approach, we use a 

standardized MOF language to achieve interoperability. 

[Nak05] uses an MDA approach to include security during the whole design 

process. They define UML security intentions that are later transformed into platform 

specific security mechanisms. But they do not take advantage of the SOA nature of the 

application to be secured, their approach could be applied to any type of application. In 

[Tat04], they present low-levels patterns that can be used at the message exchange level, 

but do not secure higher levels (at the business process levels,..), so that they do not address 

such security issues such as trust establishment between partners, propagation of identities. 

At least three methodologies make use of security patterns to develop secure 

systems [Fer06b, Gut05, Ray04]. In [Fer06b], a main idea is that security principles should 

be applied at every stage of the software lifecycle and that each stage can be tested for 

compliance with security principles. Other ideas include the use of patterns to guide 

security at each stage and relate patterns to the architectural levels of the system. [Gut05] 
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provides a Process for Web Services Security that produces a web services-based security 

architecture consisting of security mechanisms and standards in order to fulfill the system 

security requirements. The main stage of this process consists in identifying the appropriate 

security patterns and deriving concrete security services from them. [Ray04] uses an 

Aspect-Oriented approach to model security. Security is developed as a separate aspect 

which is later weaved into the functional model. Patterns are used to model security 

aspects.  It is not clear how the users of these methodologies can choose appropriate 

patterns. We consider here the selection of patterns for SOA security. 
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CHAPTER 3  

A PATTERN-BASED PROCESS FOR SE CURE SERVICE -

ORIENTED APPLICATION S 

 

In this chapter, we present our pattern-based process for service-oriented 

applications based on the methodology presented in [Fer06b]. This contribution is original 

not only because it applies the MDA approach to the design of service-oriented 

applications but also because it allows its securing by dynamically applying security 

patterns throughout the whole process, thus rendering the security decisions traceable and 

the final application more flexible.  

3. 1.  Motivation: Non-composability of security properties in service-oriented 
applications 

We want to secure service-oriented applications. Those applications are composed 

from a set of atomic services that are not necessarily administered or owned by the same 

organization. Therefore service-oriented applications present the following security-related 

characteristics, in comparison to generic distributed applications: 

 There is no central authority that mediates the interaction between services. 
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 The channels used between services are considered insecure since they use 

public networks. 

 Users may not be known in advance, they may be referred by a calling 

service. 

Therefore it is more complex to guarantee the security of service-oriented 

applications. In the following we investigate whether securing each atomic service 

composing a service-oriented application leads to a secure composite application; that is, 

whether security properties are composable in service-oriented applications. Towards this 

goal, we take the following steps: 

1. We present a simple model for SOA. It must capture the security-related 

characteristics identified above. Many systems, not just SOA, have them 

separately. (section 3.1.1) 

2. Then, we enhance this model in a way to secure atomic services (section 

3.1.2). 

3. Finally, we derive whether a business process composed from secure 

atomic services can be considered as secure, that is, whether security 

properties are composable for service-oriented systems (section 3.1.3). 

When studying SOA security, we need to precise what security properties we are 

investigating. We already defined the integrity, confidentiality, availability and 

accountability security properties in a general sense in Chapter 2. Integrity and 
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confidentiality are usually enforced by authorization and access control. Among security 

properties, information flow properties ensure that confidentiality and/or integrity hold in 

the presence of covert channels or in cases where access controls are bypassed. Information 

flow properties such as interference, restrictiveness, etc, have been thoroughly studied 

[McC88]. At the information flow level, confidentiality is ensured when outputs of a 

program which are deemed to be of low confidentiality do not have any dependence on 

inputs of a higher degree of confidentiality. Integrity is ensured when the value of some 

trusted data does not depend on some untrusted source [Sab01]. But information flow 

analysis usually relies on multilevel models such as the Bell LaPadula model [Bel76], in 

which users and resources are modeled by lattices. The problem is that these models are 

unpractical for most real-life situations: users and resources of an organization‟s 

information system cannot be ordered easily. This is even worse in the context of SOA, 

because users may not be known in advance by a service. Information flow analysis within 

a system allows a higher level of security but only for more restricted systems. Therefore in 

the rest of the dissertation, we do not investigate information flow properties. We assume 

that the implementation of a service reflects good information flow properties such as non 

interference, etc. In particular, we assume that access controls are correctly implemented 

and that there are no covert channels between entities in the service-oriented application. 

3.1.1.  A simple model for SOA 

In our model, the universe is made of services, which can be atomic or composite. 

Services communicate by sending messages through a bus. A rationale for using a bus in 
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this model is that according to the SOA philosophy, services need to be dynamically 

discovered and bound. Thus they need to be accessed through common protocols and 

standards on common networks. A consequence is that any message sent from a service 

goes through the bus and can be accessed by any other service.  

A service is a wrapper for programs of various granularities (simple database, a 

legacy system or an organization‟s internal information system, agent for a human user). It 

is characterized by: 

 An identity: This is a simple identifier Si that uniquely identifies the service. 

 An identity base, which is a set IB = {S1, …} of known subjects. In addition 

to services, identities can represent persons, or any other active entity.  

 A set O = {o1, …} of operations. Operations specify the allowed accesses to 

the wrapped program. A service with no operation is an agent that can 

invoke other services but cannot be invoked. 

 A set P = {p1, …} of payloads that defines the data formats that can be 

accepted and sent by the service. 

 A relation authorizedForSe on IB  O represents the access control policies 

for Se, that is, what subjects (described by their identities) can access what 

operations of what services. This could be implemented as an access control 

mechanism, based on a simple model such as the access matrix, RBAC, etc. 
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In our model, a message m is a data structure characterized by a payload, a sender 

(calling operation) and a destination (called operation). We define a message as a 5-tuple 

from M = (S  O  P  S  O), where message m = (Ss, os, p, Sd, od)  M means that 

message m, supposedly coming from operation os of service Ss with payload p is intended 

to be consumed by operation od of service Sd. 

The behavior of a service is rather simple; it usually follows the RPC style (Remote 

Procedure Call) or the document style. First, a service Se, whose operation oe is executing 

using input from message mi, may produce an output message mo. 

Bsend(Se,oe,mi,m) = execute(Se,oe,mi)  send(Se,mo), where we define: 

 execute(Se,oe,mi): Se executes its operation oe using input from mi. If mi is 

null, then the execution of the operation is spontaneous from the point of 

view of the SOA system. In fact, the execution is triggered by an action 

from within the underlying program for that service.  

 send(Se,mo): service Se produces an output message mo. 

Second, upon reception of a message m = (Ss, os, p, Sd, od), a service Se may execute 

its operation oe using input data from m: 

Brec(Se,oe,m) = receive(Se,m)  execute(Se,oe,m), in which there is an additional 

predicate: 

 receive(Se,m): Service Se receives message m. 
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Third, if message m is sent by a service Ss, then any service Sr can receive it. This 

reflects the effect of the bus. 

Bbus(Ss,m,Sr) = send(Ss,m)  receive(Sr,m) 

3.1.2. Securing atomic services 

Now, we consider an atomic service. An atomic service is a service which is not 

composed from other services, that is, which does not invoke other services when it is 

invoked. We want to build a secure atomic service, for which confidentiality, integrity and 

accountability properties hold. For the sake of simplicity we do not consider the 

accountability property of services here. We will consider a service as secure if the 

confidential and integrity properties hold. Intuitively, those two properties are safety 

properties as defined in [Lam77]. Confidentiality of a system holds while data from that 

system is not disclosed to an unauthorized user and integrity of a system holds while data 

from that system is not modified by an unauthorized user. Data from an atomic service may 

leak through those operations that send output data in messages. Data from an atomic 

service can be modified through any kind of operation, those that receive input data as well 

as those that do not receive any data. Besides, we assumed that the internal implementation 

of the service is secure when it receives data in the expected format. Thus, to preserve an 

atomic service‟s confidentiality and integrity, we must check that the calling service is 

authorized for the operation. Finally, we need to add message-level protection so that 
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attacker won‟t be able to read/modify or resend messages that are using the bus. Therefore, 

we modify an atomic service‟s behaviors Brec and Bsend in the following way: 

Brec„(Se, oe, (Ss, os, p, Sd, od))  = receive(Se, (Ss, os, p, Sd, od))  (Ss, oe)  

authorizedForSe  isExpected(p)  isAuthentic((Ss, p))  execute(Se, oe,(Ss, os, p, Sd, od)),  

And 

Bsend‟(Se, oe, (Ssi, osi, pi, Sdi, odi), (Ss, os, p, Sd, od)) = execute(Se, oe, (Ssi, osi, pi, Sdi, 

odi))  contentsHidden((Ss, os, p, Sd, od))  (Sd  IB  Sd = Ssi)  send(Se, (Ss, os, p, Sd, od)) 

in which there are additional conditions (predicates): 

 isExpected(p): payload p is in an expected format, that is p is in P, the set of 

expected messages. This could be checked by an XML firewall for 

example. 

 isAuthentic(Ss, p): Message (Ss, os, p, Sd, od) has an authentic payload. By 

authentic, we mean that : 

1. The payload p was not modified since it was produced. This could 

be implemented by a hash mechanism, and 

2. The payload p was indeed produced by service Ss. This could be 

implemented by a digital signature, the HMAC scheme, etc, and  
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3. The message originally produced was not replayed by an attacker. 

This could be implemented by inserting/verifying a nonce into/from 

the message. 

For the second condition to be realized, a public key or a secret (password, 

etc) or a biometric identity must be associated with Sd in IDSs. 

 contentsHidden(Ss, os, p, Sd, od): The contents of payload p is hidden for any 

active entity except Sd. This is usually implemented by encrypting p. A 

public key or any secret must be associated with the identity Sd in IDSs, so 

that only the designed recipient Sd will be able to read p. In addition, when 

hiding the contents of the message, the only allowed reader should be either 

identified in the service‟s identity base or it should be the service source of 

the message that triggered the operation, that is, the service requester. 

Thus, the integrity and confidentiality properties holds for the atomic service 

described by Bsend‟ and Brec„. 

(receive(Se, (Ss, os, p, Sd, od))  (Ss, oe)  authorizedForSe  isExpected(p) 

isAuthentic(Ss,  p)  execute(Se,oe,(Ss, os, p, Sd, od))  execute(Se,oe2, (Ssi, osi, pi, Sdi, odi))  

contentsHidden(Ss2, os2, p2, Sd2, od2)  (Sd2  IB  Sd2 = Ssi)  send(Se, (Ss2, os2, p2, Sd2, od2)) 

)  (integrity(Se)  confidentiality(Se) ) 

where: 

 confidentiality(Se): The confidentiality property holds for service Se 
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 integrity(Se): The integrity property holds for service Se 

In summary, we have considered all types of attacks on the integrity and 

confidentiality of an atomic service and we have remedied to those attacks by modifying its 

behavior in the appropriate manner. In consequence, an atomic service with the modified 

behaviors Brec„ and Bsend‟ is a secure atomic service, which preserves the integrity and 

confidentiality of the information stored by its wrapped program: a secure atomic service 

may execute one of its operations only if the calling message is authentic, its payload is in 

the expected format and the service requester is authorized for the operation (Brec„); and 

while executing, it may send out messages only if their contents are hidden (Bsend„). 

It may be noticed here that the integrity of the service ultimately relies on the 

behavior of collaborating services. Despite of all the security checks mentioned in this 

section, a service must have a minimal trust that a collaborating party will behave in the 

expected way, that is, by calling the service‟s operations at the appropriate times and with 

the appropriate input data. That is why accountability is essential in the security of any 

system. Non repudiation policies are usually capable of alleviating this problem. 

3.1.3. Composability of security properties for service-oriented systems 

We have built a simple model for service-oriented systems. Then we have modified 

the model in order to describe fully secure atomic services. Now we want to investigate 

whether a service-oriented application composed from several secure atomic services can 

be considered as secure. 
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A property is composable if the fact that the property holds for all components 

implies that the property also holds for the composite. If we provide an example for which 

while all atomic services are secure, the composite is not, then we cannot consider the 

property as composable. By exhibiting a counter example in which all atomic services are 

secure, but the composite service is not, we prove that security properties are not 

composable for service-oriented applications. 

 

Figure 3. 1. Diagram of the example service-oriented application 

We use the three composable elements (Figure 3.1): 

 eStore is a portal service that sells books online. Customer agents send 

orders to its buy operation.  

 ABCBooks is a service that sells eBooks to individuals or retailers. Its 

buyeBook operation receives orders from customers and responds by 

attaching the e-books files to a response. 

 Customer badGuy has a service badGuyAgent which can discover services 

and send requests to them. He is known by eStore under identity goodGuy1 

and by ABCBooks under identity goodGuy2.  

estore victim 

attacker 
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All three of those services are fully secured since they implement all security 

defenses that we described before: 

 All received messages are intercepted by a XML firewall that verifies the 

format of their payload against the operations expected formats. 

 All sent payloads are encrypted using a public key associated with the target 

service.  

 All sent payloads are digitally signed in order to prove data integrity and 

authenticity to the message‟s recipient. This means that each service 

receiving a message must have a public key associated with the sender in 

order to verify the signature. 

 A timestamp is added to all the payloads in order to prevent replays attacks. 

 Authorizations are set in the following way: Within eStore any registered 

customer can order anything, but ABCBooks is worried about copyrights 

frauds and blacklists some individuals. Among those, badGuy, known as 

goodGuy2 is not authorized to access e-books. However, as a trusted 

partner, eStore is part of ABCBooks‟s identity base. 

In this example, we use the following hookup: Once a customer submits an order to 

eStore‟s  buy operation, the order is transmitted to the corresponding supplier. In particular 

when e-books are bought, buy operation calls ABCBooks‟s buyeBook operation and 

transmits the order. In return, the e-book file is delivered back to the customer. 
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From the following behavior: 

Bsend‟(badGuyAgent, null, null, (goodGuy1, null, order, eStore, buy)) 

 Bbus(badGuyAgent, (goodGuy1, null, order, eStore, buy), eStore)  

 Brec„‟(eStore, buy, (goodGuy1, null, order, eStore, buy)) 

 Bsend‟(eStore, buy, (goodGuy1, null, order, eStore, buy) ,(eStore, buy, order, ABCBooks, 

buyeBook)) 

 Bbus(eStore, (eStore, buy, order, ABCBooks, buyeBook), ABCBooks) 

 Brec„‟(ABCBooks, buyeBook, (eStore, buy, order, ABCBooks, buyeBook)) 

We derive: 

 (execute(badGuyAgent, null, null)   receive(ABCBooks, (eStore, buy, order, 

ABCBooks, buyeBook))) 

 ( receive(ABCBooks, (eStore, buy, order, ABCBooks, buyeBook))  

authorizedForABCBooks (eStore, buyeBook)   execute(ABCBooks, buyeBook, (eStore, buy, 

order, ABCBooks, buyeBook))) 

That is, if: 

authorizedForABCBooks (eStore, buyeBook)  is true, then 

 (execute(badGuyAgent, null, null)  execute(ABCBooks, buyeBook, (eStore, buy, 

order, ABCBooks, buyeBook))) 
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Since the customer identified by eStore is authorized by ABCBooks, then badGuy 

will be able to place an order indirectly on the ABCBooks system and will be able to access 

the e-book. Thus the confidentiality property does not hold for the composite service 

ABCBooks. In fact, ABCBooks grants access to every order coming from eStore (open 

policy). ABCBooks relies completely on eStore‟s authorization system.  

A way to modify this is for ABCBooks to ask any of its trusted partners from 

IBABCBooks such as eStore to use the identity of the person that originally sent the order in the 

order message. But now, badGuy may be registered with another identity. ABCBooks has 

no way to correlate that goodGuy1 is in fact badGuy and thus grants him access to its 

operation. 

By exhibiting this counter example, we showed that the confidentiality and integrity 

security properties are not composable in service-oriented systems. 

3.1.4. Discussion 

Using simple first order logic and using our SOA model, we have showed that 

security properties were not composable for service-oriented applications. If security 

properties were composable, a designer for service-oriented application would be able to 

construct a secure system by simply assembling individual secure services. Thus 

assembling secure atomic services does not guarantee that the resulting service-oriented 

application is secure. A solution to this problem is to compose the service-oriented 

application and then verify that it satisfies the security properties, e.g. [Bar05]. But this 
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solution implies that the designer must test and change his design until the system is secure. 

Intuitively, emergent properties are features that cannot be provided by individual network 

nodes themselves but instead result from interaction and collaboration among network 

nodes [Gli04]. We believe that security must come from the interaction and collaboration 

of service components. Numerous schemes have been proposed in the literature to secure 

service compositions and the industry has proposed several specifications towards this 

goal. In order to guide the designer towards the design of a secure system, we propose to 

build secure service-oriented systems by inserting those security schemes and 

specifications expressed as security patterns in the system design. Security patterns are 

chosen from a catalog of security patterns that „covers‟ all security policy types. The notion 

of coverage stipulates that all aspects of security must be taken into account at each 

architectural layer of a system for it to be secure. 

3. 2.  Theoretical foundations  

In this dissertation, we investigate how to insert security into a particular service-

oriented application. Service-oriented applications are built by composing services, and 

those services may be existing services or services needed to be developed along with the 

service-oriented application. Therefore, the developers may have two sets of concerns: 

- how to build the system by composing services 

- how to build each of the needed services 
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Each of this set of concerns defines a view of the system under consideration: the 

„SOA‟ view, and the „Service Implementation‟ view. In our work, we consider only the 

first set, that is, we want to investigate how to obtain a secure „SOA‟ view for our system. 

Our goal is to produce security artifacts related to services (XACML permissions, WS-

SecurityPolicies) rather than secure implementations of those services (such as EJB 

components and their role permissions). Our process complements a service-oriented 

application development process which produces the implementation of the service on a 

platform such as J2EE, .Net, etc.. 

Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) promotes the usage of models as first class 

entities. Using MDE, some models may be obtained from other models by chains of 

transformations or other automated operations on models. MDE relies on two basic 

assertions: 

- the representation of any kind of system by models and  

- the syntactic conformance of any model to a metamodel [Bez07].  

But a model can also be considered as a system. Therefore there are two types of 

relations between models: a model can be represented by a model, and a model conforms to 

some metamodel or language [Bez05]. 

In this research, we consider how to insert security into a particular service-oriented 

application during its development. Because we want this method to be usable in any type 
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of application based on SOA, we work at a high level of abstraction. Consequently, our 

particular system will be constrained to conform to a metamodel that we will define.  

During its development, the system under construction may be described according 

to different perspectives (views). The analysis stage focuses on the problem space, whereas 

the design and coding stages focus on the solution space. At each step of the development 

process, a view of the system is derived from the previous view. The design step refines the 

analysis view of the system by adding architectural-style related information and the 

refined design view of the system refines it by adding platform information. Each of those 

views can be captured by a model. Therefore, each model produced at a stage of the 

development process has a „represent‟ relationship with the model produced in the 

previous stage. Table 7.1. illustrates which models are needed at each step. 

Software 

Lifecycle 

Stage 

Actors 
MDA 

viewpoint 
Artifact Description of the artifact 

Analysis Business 

analysts 

Computational 

independent 

CIM Describes the problem space 

(customer needs, a.k.a. 

requirements) 

Design  Architects Platform 

independent 

PIM Describes how the chosen 

architectural style resolves the 

problem (i.e. in terms or 

components and connectors) 

Refined 

Design 

Architects 

Developers 

Platform 

specific 

PSM Describes how the problem is 

resolved using the chosen platform  

Coding Developers Runtime 

execution 

Code/ 

Configuration 

files 

How the specific language and 

(virtual) machine resolves the 

problem 

Table 3. 1. Stages of the development process and models 
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Finally, we do not consider security as a single step in the development process. 

That is security is not a separate view as security intricately depends on the collaboration 

between elements of the system itself. That is why security is added at each step (defense-

in-depth security principle). 

3. 3. Overview of the methodology 

Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) is a model-driven approach defined by the 

Object Management Group (OMG) [OMGb]. It specifies three views in order to describe a 

system‟s architecture and proposes a process for software development. MDA is based on a 

set of specifications (MOF [MOF], XMI) in order to achieve interoperability and 

portability. A key idea in our dissertation is to describe the SOA architectural style from the 

MDA viewpoints. We propose the framework represented on the following figure to secure 

SOA applications. 
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Figure 3. 2. A framework for securing SOA applications. 

This framework describes how models are derived from one another. It presents 

two orthogonal dimensions: 

 Horizontally, the two metamodeling levels are represented. The first level 

holds models of views that represent the service-oriented application during 

the process (SOA application model, Web Services application model), 

and the second level holds the metamodels to which they conform to (SOA 

metamodel and Web Services metamodel).  

 Vertically, the MDA views are represented. Models at the same vertical 

level here are related by the representation relation. 
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Since security patterns capture reusable solutions to recurring problems, they 

belong to the higher metamodel level. As explained in the previous section, security 

patterns can be specialized for a specific platform, even though they use a common security 

concept. 

Transformations between models are represented by large arrows. In our 

framework, they are of two types: 

 Security patterns can be included into a metamodel by using a model 

weaving technique. Security patterns are marked with elements from the 

metamodel. Thus, abstract security patterns can be weaved into the SOA 

metamodel, and concrete patterns for web services can be weaved into the 

web services metamodel. 

 To transform a model for a view into another, a metamodel transformation 

is realized. Rules and/or algorithms expressed in terms of all instances of 

types in the meta-model specifying the PIM language result in the 

generation of instances of types in the meta-model specifying the PSM 

language [MDAG]. 

Finally, another transformation, not represented in Figure 3.2 is to transform the 

secure web services metamodel into concrete artifacts (BPEL processes, WSDL files, 

XACML permissions, WS-SecurityPolicy policies, etc) by defining other sets of rules.  
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The insertion of security patterns into the models also includes security elements 

that are not automatically transformable into SOA artifacts: existence of a policy issuer, 

Policy Enforcement Point, etc. Those can be implemented by coding them or integrating 

third party products. 

The wide arrow between patterns illustrates the use of the decision tree (c.f. Chapter 

5): when security patterns are selected dynamically (according to the security requirements 

for the particular application) at the abstract level, then the corresponding concrete security 

patterns can be implied. 

In order to add security in a flexible and traceable way, we use a structured map of 

patterns. Its layered structure coincides with the platform independent and platform specific 

views. By marking our set of security patterns solutions using the SOA metamodel, we can 

then easily apply security patterns to any SOA application model, thus producing the 

secured SOA application model. The realization relationships from our map not only 

facilitate the selection of concrete web services solutions, but also allow tracing and 

documenting the security decisions that were made during the development process. 

Patterns, which are the nodes of the decision tree derived from our map, not only provide a 

solution to a recurring problem, but also describe the trade-offs that are made using a 

specific solution, and its consequences. 

The second dimension in the framework separates the application-specific 

modeling level from the architectural style-specific level. This allows to gather all the 

knowledge from the security experts in advance, in the form of security patterns, and to 
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decouple the role of the SOA application designer, who can select and reuse those security 

solutions for its particular application. Since we are using MDA standards (in particular 

XMI) to define our SOA meta-model and security patterns, those can be easily produced by 

different security experts, and  imported, exported and distributed from tool to tool, thus 

adding flexibility to the SOA design process 

3. 4.  The detailed process 

In the following, we describe in detail the different steps that form our process. As 

stated before, this process is not entirely automated, and we focused our research on the 

automation of transformations between the analysis and the design stage, since many works 

have already been done between the design and implementation phase (many code 

generation tools already exist).  

3.4.1. Definitions 

We defined earlier a model as the description of a system in a well-defined 

language. In [Ber00], a model is a discrete structure that represents a design artifact. All 

sorts of models are found in the literature, but our discussion focuses on MOF models 

composed of MOF elements. In [Ber03], a model is defined to be a set of typed objects, 

each of which has an identity. Each object has properties, has-a relationships and 

associations. Each model is identified by a root object. A model includes exactly the set of 

objects reachable from the root by paths of has-a relationships. 
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The MDA guide [MDAG] defines a model transformation as “the process of 

converting one model to another model of the same system”. [Kle03] defines it as the 

automatic generation of a target model from a source model, according to a transformation 

definition. A transformation definition is a set of transformation rules that together describe 

how a model in the source language can be transformed to a model in the target language. 

A transformation rule is a description of how one or more constructs in the source 

language can be transformed to one or more constructs in the target language. 

Model management is not a new discipline. Among other places, it has been studied 

in the context of database systems. In [Ber00], models representing artifacts such as 

relational schemas, object-oriented interface, XML DTDs, etc, are manipulated using well-

defined operations. Those operations are used to manage changes in models, transform data 

from a model into another.  They define a model management algebra, which includes 

operators such as match, compose, diff, merge… 

A key goal of model management is to transform models into other models. Thus 

there is a need for describing and manipulating mappings between models. 

Given two models M1 and M2, a morphism over M1 and M2 is a binary relation over 

the objects of the two models. A mapping between models M1 and M2 is a model, map12, 

and two morphisms, one between map12 and M1, and another between map12 and M2. Thus, 

each object m in map12 can relate a set of objects in M1 to a set of objects in M2 via the 

morphisms. Each of the object m of map12 allows the addition semantics to the 

correspondence between models: m can have expressive properties. 
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In [Ber03], the model management algebra comprises operators on models and 

mappings: 

 The operator Match takes two models as input and returns a mapping 

between them. 

 The operator Diff takes a mapping map12 between models M1 and M2, and 

the model M1 as input, and returns the objects of M1 that are not references 

in map12‟s morphism between M1 and map12. 

 The Merge operation returns a copy of all of the objects of the input models, 

except that objects of the input models that are equal are collapsed into a 

single object in the output. Merge(M1, M2, map12) returns a model M3 

such that M3 includes a copy of all of the objects of M1, M2, and map12, 

except that for each object m of map12 that declares objects of M1 and M1 

to be equal, those equal objects are dropped from M3 and their properties 

and relationships are added to m. 

 Other operations, such as ModelGen [Ber03], which generates a model 

from one metamodel from a model described in another metamodel. 

In the next section, we will describe our model transformations in terms of basic 

operations from the algebra on models and mappings. 
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3.4.2. Stages 

The requirements and analysis steps are not specific to service-oriented applications 

and are not detailed in this dissertation. Figure 3.3 illustrates the steps necessary at the 

design stage and the implementation stage. Table 3.1 is a summary of the model used in 

each stage. 

Requirement stage: A set of use cases for the system is described using UML. They 

represent the interactions with the system. At the same time, the capabilities and limitations 

of potential types of attackers (business competitors, political hackers, etc), and the security 

properties of the resources which need to be protected are identified.  

Analysis stage: Use cases and the functionalities of the system are analyzed and a 

conceptual model is produced. Semantic analysis patterns [Fer00a] such as in [Fer00b, 

Fer99, Fer07c, Fer07d] are used at this stage to build the conceptual model. The conceptual 

model consists of a conceptual class diagram and several activity diagrams derived from 

the use cases. At this point, the threat analysis (goals from attackers) produces a threat 

model described by misuse actions [Fer06c]: Each action from the activity diagrams is 

examined, and those which can be subverted by an attacker define the possible threats of 

the system. From this list of misuse actions, we can deduce what policies are necessary to 

prevent or mitigate the threats. 

Design Stage: At this point the SOA architectural style is chosen for implementing 

the system. The solution is derived from the conceptual model and described in terms of 

services. Class diagrams or component diagrams describe the services and their interface 
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(ports, operations and messages). Activity diagrams describe how services are composed 

from atomic services. Those diagrams are defined using a security-enabled SOA 

metamodel (refer to specification in Chapter 5). They constitute the PIM (Platform 

Independent Model). For those threats which concern the use of services, a security-aware 

architect (not necessarily a security expert) can select from a structured map of security 

patterns (described in Chapter 6) the security patterns necessary to prevent or mitigate the 

misuse cases, and can make sure that all security aspects are covered. He can use the 

human-only understandable part of the patterns (consequences, context, etc), to make 

relevant decisions. Relationships between security patterns can also be used to suggest 

choices for relevant patterns. Once the relevant security patterns have been chosen they 

need to be included into the PIM in order to produce a secure PIM, denoted secPIM. This 

automatic transformation from PIM to secPIM is called PIM2secPIM and is defined in 

Chapter 7. It requires the definition of a model weaving operation. The secured 

conceptual model is useful to assign design decisions related to security to specific design 

artifacts. 

Refined design stage: An intermediate automatic transformation consists in 

producing the design model (PSM) from the conceptual model (PIM), it is called 

PIM2PSM. This is a traditional MDA transformation (metamodel mapping) which is 

realized using the mapping described in Chapter 7. The security-aware designer can 

subsequently select the necessary web services security patterns by using the 

„implementation‟ relationships from the map. Finally, a transformation similar to 
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PIM2secPIM, PSM2secPSM is realized. It transforms the PSM into a secure version using 

the model weaving operation defined in Chapter 7. 

Implementation stage: In this stage, the specific BPEL, WSDL files, XACML permissions 

are produced from the secured design model (secPSM). Third party products and 

appliances are chosen to be deployed. This transformation is out of the scope of this 

dissertation.  

Table 3.2 summarizes the transformations. 
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Figure 3. 3. The process at the design and implementation stage 
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Software 

Lifecycle 

Stage 

Artifact 

Artifact for Service-oriented 

applications as a composition of 

services 

Transformations 

Analysis CIM UML conceptual class diagram, 

activity diagram derived from Use 

cases 

CIM to PIM (1)  is manual 

CIM2secCIM is a simple 

automated operation 

Design PIM Class diagram in terms of services, 

activity diagram describing the service 

compositions 

PIM2secPIM, and PIM to 

PSM (PIM2PSM) are 

automated 

Refined 

Design  

PSM Class diagram describing web services 

and activity diagram describing the 

web services interactions 

PSM2secPSM is automated,  

PSM to code is semi-

automated 

Coding Code/ 

Configuration 

files 

WSDL files, BPEL files, XACML 

rules 

 

Table 3. 2. Transformations and stages 

3. 5.  Specifying transformations 

3.5.1. PIM2PSM 

This transformation is a classic case from MDA, a metamodel mapping. From static 

correspondences (rules) between each metamodel (SOA metamodel and Web services 

metamodel), and a PIM, we need to generate a PSM. This corresponds to a modelGen 

primitive operation. In addition to the produced PSM model, a mapping between the PIM 

and the PSM is generated, it records the relations between elements of both models and 

thus provides traceability through the process.  
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3.5.2. CIM2secCIM, PIM2secPIM and PSM2secPSM 

When it comes to the insertion of security patterns, we need a model weaving 

technique, similar to the one used in [Jos07]. The weaving composite operation should 

dynamically merge: 

- policy patterns‟ models with the semantic analysis patterns (CIM2secCIM) 

- abstract security patterns‟ models together with the security-enabled SOA 

metamodel (PIM2secPIM), and 

- concrete web services security patterns‟ models together with the security-enabled 

web services metamodel (PSM2secPSM). 

Since the patterns are chosen and applied dynamically, the weaving operation 

should take the two models (security pattern and security-enabled metamodel) and produce 

a mapping between them (match operation). This mapping is called the weaving model. 

Then it should merge those two models using the mapping obtained. We will define a 

weaving model by specifying an equivalence relation between elements of the models, 

used in the match operation, and a texture, that will be used in the merge operation.  

The weaving model is saved for traceability of security decisions. It shows what 

security patterns were added to the unsecured models, and how they are connected to the 

unsecured model. It draws security patterns elements from the decision tree extracted from 

the pattern map (cf. Chapter 6). The subtree of the decision tree composed from those 

security patterns that were applied to the unsecure system represents the chain of security 
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decisions taken during the design of the system. By recording this subtree and the 

corresponding weaving models, it becomes easy to automatically make changes to security 

decisions by backtracking into the tree. 

3.5.3. Relationships to QVT 

In this section, we evaluate whether and how our transformations can be 

implemented using QVT (Query/Views/Transformations). QVT is standard for model 

transformation defined by the Object Management Group in the context of MDA. It has 

evolved from replies after a Request for proposal (RFP) was issued by OMG. Many 

companies and research institutions were involved in the development of this specification. 

QVT defines three languages 

 Relations is a declarative language that allows the specification of 

relationships between MOF models.  

 Core is a declarative language that simplifies Relations, it is based on OCL 

(Object Constraint Language) and EMOF (Essential MOF). 

 Operational Mappings is an imperative language that extends Relations 

with imperative constructs. It is based on OCL. 
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Relations 

A relation is a specification of the relationships between MOF models. A candidate 

model is any model that conforms to a metamodel. A transformation definition between 

candidate models is a set of relations.  

The language is intended to be used in the following way: For a transformation to 

be successful, the set of relations between the candidate models must hold. That is, a 

transformation will check that the relations between models hold. If they don‟t, it will 

modify one model in order for the set of relations to hold. 

A relation declares constraints that must be satisfied by the elements of the 

candidate models. Those are specified by: 

 Two or more domains: a domain is a distinguished typed variable that can 

be matched in a model. A domain has a pattern, which is a graph of object 

nodes, their properties and association links, originating from an instance of 

the domain‟s type. A pattern here is taken in a generic sense, different from 

the design and analysis patterns that we used above. 

 A when predicate: specifies the conditions under which the relationship 

needs to hold. 

 A where predicate: specifies the condition that must be satisfied by all 

model elements participating in the relation. 
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It also has a graphical notation that we will use to describe the PIM2PSM 

transformation specification. 

3.5.4. Transformation specifications 

We summarize the results of the transformation specifications in the table below. 

 
PIM2PSM 

PIM2secPIM 

PSM2secPSM 

Primitive operations modelGen 
match 

merge 

QVT language QVT Relations 
QVT Relations + any 

imperative language 

Table 3. 3. Transformation specifications 

3. 6. Application to the Travel Agency Case Study: Defining the conceptual model 

In order to validate our process, we apply it to a real world example. In this section, 

we describe the Requirements and Analysis stages. Following  stages are described in the 

next chapters. Consider a generic inter-organizational application, based on services: a 

travel agency system. Basically, the travel agency allows its customers to buy whole 

vacation packages, called tours in the following, (this is the BuyTour use case) or to build 

them piecewise (BuyCustomizedVacationPackage use case). In addition, the system 

allows travel employees to organize tours (OrganizeTour use case). All those use cases are 

realized in collaboration with the travel agency‟s partners: hotel chains, car rental 

companies, airline companies and credit card companies. The use cases are not detailed 
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here since the travel agency is a simple common example. Figure 3.4 represents the 

different use cases for the travel agency.  

 

Figure 3. 4. Use case diagram for the travel agency 

In the following, we will consider the BuyCustomizedVacationPackage use case 

only. 

In addition to the use cases, security requirements are specified by business 

analysts: In this example, business analysts highlight the importance of the trustworthiness 

of business partners and the confidentiality of customer information. 
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We present below the artifacts obtained after the analysis phase: a conceptual class 

diagram and an activity diagram. The conceptual class diagram is derived from the 

requirements and selected semantic analysis patterns such as [Fer00b, Fer99, Fer07c, 

Fer07d]. However, none of the existing semantic analysis patterns was found relevant for 

our example. The activity diagram is derived from the use case and its annotation with the 

misuse activities, is obtained by using the methodology described in [Fer06c]. As indicated 

earlier, in this methodology, the activity workflow of each use case is analyzed and the 

possible threats are considered at each activity. 

 

Figure 3. 5. Conceptual class diagram for the travel agency 
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Figure 3.5 represents the conceptual class diagram for the travel agency. A 

TravelAgency collaborates with a set of Partners of four types: hotel chains 

(HotelChain), car rental companies (CarRentalCo), Airline companies (Airline) and 

credit card companies (CreditCardCo). The TravelAgency’s goal is to sell to its 

Customers CustomizedVacationPackages. A CustomizedVacationPackage consists of 

one or several Hotel reservations (HotelRes), car rentals (CarRental) and airline tickets 

(AirlineTicket). Customers use one of their CreditCards to make Payments on their 

CustomizedVacationPackages.  

Figure 3.6 represents an activity diagram corresponding to the 

BuyCustomizedVacationPackage use case. First a Customer submits her criteria to the 

TravelAgency. Then three activities are performed in parallel: using the Customer’s 

criteria, the agency searches for an appropriate hotel stay car rental and airline tickets with 

its Partners. Once those three activities have terminated (join node), all received 

responses are gathered into offers and sent back to the Customer. The next steps for the 

Customer are to choose one of the offers, and to submit payment information. The 

TravelAgency can then request the payment with a credit card company and purchase the 

HotelRes, AirlineTickets and CarRentals on behalf of its Customer. Finally, upon 

completion of the purchases, the TravelAgency compiles a confirmation for the 

CustomizedVacationPackage and sends it back to its Customer. 
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Figure 3. 6. Activity diagram for the use case BuyCustomizedVacationPackage 

Finally, threats are considered for each action of the activity diagram. The threat 

analysis is described in the form of annotations to the activity diagram (Figure 3.6). 

T1. The Travel Agency searches hotel stays, car rentals and airline tickets with 

companies which are not trustworthy. They could be phony companies that just collect the 
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payment and never deliver the expected service (car rental, hotel stay or airline ticket 

purchase). 

T2. Offers sent back by legitimate hotel companies, car rental companies or airlines 

are tampered by unauthorized persons (insiders or external attackers). 

T3. Offers sent to the customer by the Travel Agency are tampered with by 

unauthorized persons (insiders or external attackers). 

T4. Payment information submitted by customers is accessed by unauthorized 

persons. 

T5. Payment information submitted by customers is tampered with by unauthorized 

persons. 

T6. Payment information submitted by customers is replayed by unauthorized 

persons. 

T7. A customer denies having sent his payment information to order a trip.  

T8. Payment information sent to the credit card company is accessed/tampered 

with/replayed by unauthorized persons. 

T9. Payment authorizations are intercepted/tampered with by attackers. 

T10. Orders for hotel stays, airline tickets or car rentals are sent to companies which 

are not trustworthy. 
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T11. The identity of customers sent in orders for hotel stays, airline tickets or car 

rentals is accessed/modified by attackers. 

T12. Order confirmations are accessed/tampered with. 

T13. The trip confirmation is accessed/tampered with. 

 

Figure 3. 7. Activity diagram annotated with the misuse activitties 

Finally, the last step in the analysis stage is to identify from those misuse actions, 

which policies are necessary to prevent or mitigate the threats. This last step from the 
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analysis phase and the remaining phases for this example will be illustrated in the following 

chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4  

 

A  SECURITY-ENABLED METAMODEL FO R SOA 

APPLICATIONS 

In this chapter, we present a security-enabled metamodel for SOA applications. We 

do not provide here a secure metamodel for service oriented applications because those 

applications must be inherently flexible and should be able to adapt to new requirements 

easily. Instead, the security-enabled metamodel provides a security interface, which 

includes elements that can be extended in order to implement a security policy or a security 

mechanism. This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1. presents the security 

requirements for service oriented applications. Section 4.2. reviews some existing 

metamodels. From the requirements defined in section 4.1., we derive the security-enabled 

metamodel in section 4.3. Finally, we illustrate how this metamodel can be used through 

our running example, the Travel Agency application in section 4.4.   

4. 1. Security requirements for service oriented applications 

In this section, we identify coarse-grained security requirements for service oriented 

applications. 
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We defined SOA in Chapter 2. SOA is an architectural style in which a system is 

composed from a set of loosely coupled services that interact with each other by sending 

messages. In order to be independent from each other, each service publishes its 

description, which defines its interface and expresses constraints and policies that must be 

respected in order to interact with it. Such an architectural style is useful in an inter-

organizational context, in which partners from different organizations may interact with 

each other, thus implementing a set of useful interactions, usually called a choreography. 

Service oriented applications are distributed systems in which there is no centralized 

control. In the preceding chapter, we analyzed the security of atomic services by 

identifying the potential attacks against them. However, the requirements for service 

oriented applications are written by business analysts, and they are not experts in security. 

Therefore, in the following, security requirements are described from the point of view of 

the protected assets.  

Securing such systems implies securing information in its two basic states: stored 

information and information in transmission. For each of these states, we need to 

interpret the different security goals: confidentiality, integrity and non-repudiation. 

Availability is not addressed in this work, since service oriented systems are high level 

applications and availability requires to be addressed at a lower level, through the 

infrastructure mechanisms. The security of a system depends on the trust that is put on the 

different components of the system, thus we analyze the role of trust in service oriented 

systems. Finally, like in any other system, it is important to have auditing practices for 

intrusion detection and forensics purposes. 
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4.1.1. Confidentiality in service oriented systems 

Confidentiality of stored information in service oriented systems 

In SOA systems, stored information is accessed through operations exposed by 

services. Confidentiality must be enforced in this case by access control mechanisms. 

Access control policies must specify what operations are accessible to what actors. In 

addition, authentication policies for the requester must be defined in order to ensure that the 

subject mentioned in the access control policies is applicable to the actual requester. 

The effective storage of information on physical devices is not treated here, since it 

is a part of the implementation of a service. In Chapter 6, we provide security patterns for 

access control mechanisms, such as the Policy-Based Access Control and the Attribute-

Based Access Control patterns. 

Confidentiality of information in transmission in service oriented systems 

This concern refers to the confidentiality of the messages exchanged between 

services. It is important to precise that channels of communication between participating 

entities in service oriented applications are much more vulnerable than in traditional 

applications, which run within the boundaries of an organization‟s computer network. In 

fact, those channels are established on public networks, and thus easily accessible to 

external attackers. 

We can define message-level confidentiality policies at a fined-grained level. They 

can indicate what kinds of messages and which parts of those messages must be kept 

confidential. This function is performed mostly by cryptographic means. In Chapter 6, we 
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provide links to security patterns for protecting confidentiality of messages, such as 

Confidential Message and XML Encryption. 

4.1.2. Integrity in service oriented systems 

Integrity of stored information in service oriented systems: 

 In service oriented systems, information is changed through operations exposed by 

the services. In order to ensure that the information changed by a service is not changed in 

an unauthorized way, access control policies must be defined for those operations. In 

addition, the service requester must be authenticated in order to ensure that the subject 

requesting to change information through the Service is indeed the one specified in the 

access control policy. Chapter 6 presents patterns for authentication mechanisms, such as 

Remote Authenticator. 

Integrity of information in transmission in service oriented systems 

This concern refers to the integrity of messages exchanged between services. In 

order to ensure that the message sent by a service has not been changed during its transit on 

the network, some message-level data integrity policies must be defined. In order to ensure 

that the message sent by a service has not been forged, some message-level authenticity 

policies must be defined. Finally, in order to ensure that the message has not been replayed, 

message freshness policies must be defined. A well-known mechanism that implements 

this kind of policy is the digital signature, which uniquely associates a service‟s identity to 

the signed data. 
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We have showed that channels of communication between service oriented 

components were more vulnerable than those used in traditional applications in terms of 

confidentiality. The conclusion is similar as for integrity, since external attackers can easily 

compromise routers from public networks so that they can intercept or inject forged 

messages. Message-level integrity policies can be defined at a fined-grained level. They 

can indicate what kinds of messages and which parts of those messages must provide data 

integrity and/or data origin authenticity. In Chapter 6, we provide security patterns for 

protecting integrity of messages, such as Message Signature. 

4.1.3. Non repudiation 

The service oriented system must be able to hold users responsible for their 

incoming messages. Some non-repudiation policies must be defined. Digital signature and 

storage of incoming messages could be a mechanism used at this effect, or logging accesses 

may be used in the service.  

4.1.4. The role of trust in service oriented systems 

The security of a system depends on the trust that is put on the different parts of the 

system. In the case of service oriented systems, the different components (services) are 

often from different organizations. In addition, individual users that access service oriented 

applications are not always known in advance by the application. While it is reasonable to 

trust predefined actors in traditional areas of computing, it is not possible, or more 
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complicated to establish trust among actors in an inter-organizational context. For example, 

the “hardware” or some “trusted computing base” is trusted when designing an operating 

system. In the same way, one can easily establish a trust relationship with the “enterprise 

directory” in the case of a single organization‟s system. Comparatively, it is much more 

complicated to establish trust dynamically across principals from different organizations.  

Since trust is a measure of confidence, which is a highly subjective property, there 

is a need for precisely defining trust establishment and trust propagation policies, so that 

the trust can be propagated in a context. Services and principals must be trusted only in a 

determined way. 

Typically, trust is established based on the provided identity of an actor. However, 

the notion of identity is blurred in service oriented systems: it is possible that an actor is not 

known at request time by the service provider, but only by a partner of this service. 

Therefore, identity management and identity propagation must be clearly defined. Some 

patterns for those functions, such as Circle of Trust, or Identity Federation are also 

described in Chapter 6.  

In some cases, trust is not enough, and there is a need to guarantee that a message 

sent cannot be repudiated by the party that sent it. The following table summarizes the 

identified security requirements for service oriented systems: 
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Security goals/Trust Security Requirements Policy type 

Confidentiality of stored 

information 

SR1. Access to services and their 

operations must be controlled 

Access Control 

policies 

SR2. Service requesters must be 

authenticated 

Authentication 

policies 

Confidentiality of 

information in transmission 

SR3. The contents of exchanged 

messages must be kept confidential 

Message-level 

confidentiality 

policies 

Integrity of stored 

information 

SR1. Access to services and their 

operations must be controlled 

Access Control 

policies 

SR2. Service requesters must be 

authenticated 

Authentication 

policies 

Integrity of information in 

transmission 

SR5. A service must verify that the 

contents of received messages have 

not been modified during their 

transit. 

Message-level 

integrity policies 

SR6. The contents of the received 

message must be authenticated 

Message-level 

authenticity 

policies 

SR7. A service must verify that the 

received messages have not been 

replayed. 

Message freshness 

policies 

Trusted participants 

SR8. Services and principals must 

be trusted only in a determined way 

Trust 

establishment and 

trust propagation 

policies 

SR9. Identity management and 

identity propagation must be clearly 

defined 

Identification 

policies 

Non repudiation 

SR10. Service requester cannot 

deny having sent a message 

Message-level 

non-repudiation 

policies 

SR11. Accesses to a service must 

be logged 

Logging policies 

Audit policies 

Non repudiation 

policies 

Table 4. 1. Security requirements for service oriented systems 
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4. 2.  Review of existing metamodels for service oriented applications 

In the beginning of this work, our objective was to reuse an existing metamodel for 

service oriented applications. Since the SOA paradigm has been studied for a while, we 

managed to find some interesting UML-based metamodels for SOA:  

In [Hec03], a coarse-grained model for SOA is presented (Figure 4.1.). 

 

Figure 4. 1. SOA model [Hec03] 

In [UMLP], a UML Profile for Software Services has been defined by IBM, in 

order to provide a common language for describing services. Figure 4.2. illustrates their 

conceptual model. Although describing accurately the SOA style, it is coarse-grained, in 

the sense that it does not describe low level elements that need to be considered when 
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adding security, such as message parts, or the description of the principal that uses a 

service. 

 

Figure 4. 2. Conceptual Model for the UML Profile for Software Services [UMLP] 

In [Gon06], a SOA metamodel is defined (Figure 4.3). However, their metamodel is 

specialized for expressing reliable messaging requirements in services. 
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Figure 4. 3. Core metamodel of SOA [Gon06] 

Additionally, many metamodels for Web services standards have been produced in 

the literature. They accurately represent the XML entities defined in the corresponding 

standards. Some are defined for BPEL, other for WSDL. 

Unfortunately, none of those approaches are security-oriented, or detailed enough 

to enable the addition of a security layer. Since our goal is to implement security from the 

higher level of abstraction of a system, and since SOA solutions are complex systems, that 

require a fine level of security, we developed a security-enabled SOA metamodel, specially 

crafted for security engineering. It enables the dynamic insertion of security mechanisms 

by providing a security interface. This security interface has been defined from the 

previously described security requirements (section 4.1.). 
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4. 3. The security-enabled SOA metamodel 

In this section, we describe our security-enabled metamodel for service oriented 

applications. We do not provide here a general secure metamodel for service oriented 

applications because those applications must be inherently flexible and should be able to 

easily adapt to new requirements. Instead, we provide a security-enabled metamodel, which 

provides a security interface. The security interface includes elements which can be 

extended in order to implement a security policy or a security mechanism. The metamodel 

is described in the following. The elements that form the interface will be summarized in 

table 4.2. 

The security-enabled SOA metamodel (Figure 4.4) represents the basic elements of 

the SOA architectural style. Since methodologies for building service oriented applications 

are still being researched [Zim04], we extend the UML language, which is a universal 

language, based on MOF, and widely accepted in industry as well as in academia. 

Therefore, our security-enabled metamodel for service oriented applications is a UML 

Profile. First, we describe our conceptual model, and then we define the Profile itself in 

table 4.2. 

4.3.1. Conceptual model 

Our SOA metamodel defines several views: 
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 The service interface view defines the elements necessary for interfacing 

with a specific service 

 The service composition view defines the elements necessary for 

composing services 

 The choreography view defines elements that describe how a business 

process can be carried out by several independent services. 

The most important element of a service oriented application is the Service, from 

which service oriented application is built. A service consists of several Ports, which 

represent well-defined network endpoints. The interface realized by the service is 

represented by Operations, which are similar to method signatures. Operations define 

the format for input and output Messages. Messages are finely-grained defined because 

they are made of MessageParts, which are defined in the SemanticDataModel of an 

organization. A Service is implemented through a ServiceImplementation which is a 

view that is not of interest in this research. 

A Service is used by a Principal, which is the representation of an actor. 

Typically, the Principal has several Attributes that will enable him to be mapped to a 

role or a specific identity.  

A Service can exchange Messages with another Service through one of its 

Operations, and this constitutes an InteractionActivity in our metamodel. 
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At a higher level of our description, a Service can be composed from other 

Services. In that case, the composite Service is implemented as an Orchestration. The 

Orchestration of a Service is simply the executable business process implemented by 

the Service. In our metamodel, this process is represented as an implementation of the 

Interpreter pattern [Gam94], in which the expression to be evaluated is a composition of 

Activities. An Activity can be either a StructuredActivity, which is the equivalent 

of an operator on basic processes, or a PrimitiveActivity. A PrimitiveActivity 

corresponds to an internal operation (InternalActivity), or an interaction with another 

Service (InteractionActivity). Thus an Orchestration realizes a workflow of 

PrimitiveActivities, and stores information relative to the instance of a process in a 

Context. 

Services are owned by BusinessEntities, which can be from different 

organizations. In order for BusinessEntities to collaborate in an interoperable way, a 

common Choreography describes how a business process can be carried out by Services 

coming from different BusinessEntities. It does so by defining several Collaborations 

between Participants. In turn, a Collaboration defines what types of 

InteractionActivitys should occur (definition of an InteractionType) between 

Participants. As a Participant in a Collaboration, a BusinessEntity will play 

Roles in some InteractionActivities, that is, he will exchange Messages with other 

Participants in the way described by the InteractionType.   
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Figure 4. 4. The security-enabled SOA metamodel  

4.3.2. The UML Profile 

Some concepts reuse notions already defined in UML, and do not need a stereotype 

(e.g.  Activity). The following table describes our metamodel: 
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SOA Metamodel Stereotype UML Metaclass 

ServiceInterface Package 

Service Classifier 

ServiceImplementation Package 

Operation Operation 

Port Class 

MessagePart Parameter, Class 

ServMessage Class 

SemanticDataModel Package  

Interaction Association 

ServiceComposition Package 

Orchestration Class 

Context Class 

StructuredActivity Activity 

PrimitiveActivity Activity 

InternalActivity Activity 

InteractionActivity Activity 

Receive Activity 

Reply Activity 

Invoke Activity 

Assign Activity 

Principal Class 

Attribute Class 

BusinessEntity Actor 

Choreography Package 

Collaboration Collaboration 

Participant Actor 

Role Role 

Interaction Association 

Table 4. 2. Security-enabled UML profile for service oriented applications 
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4.3.3. The security interface 

The security interface includes elements from the metamodel that can be used to 

satisfy the security requirements. They are showed in the following table: 

SOA Metamodel 

Elements 

Requirements 

interfacing 

with this 

element 

Policies using this Element 

Message, 

MessagePart 

SR3 

SR5 

SR6 

 Message-level confidentiality policies, 

 Message-level integrity policies, 

 Message-level authenticity policies 

Principal, 

Attribute, 

BusinessEntity, 

Participant, 

Role 

SR1 

SR2 

SR4 

SR6 

SR7 

SR8 

SR10 

 Access Control policies, 

 Authentication policies, 
 Message-level authenticity, 

 Trust establishment and trust propagation 

policies, 

 Identification policies 

Logging policies 

Service, 

Operation 

SR1 

SR4 

SR7 

SR8 

SR10 

Access Control policies, 
Authentication policies, 

Trust establishment and trust propagation 

policies, 

Identification policies 

Logging policies 

Context 

SR7 

SR8 

SR3 

SR5 

SR6 

Trust establishment and trust propagation 

policies, 

Identification policies 

InteractionActi

vity, 

Reply, 

Invoke, 

Receive 

SR1 

SR2 

SR3 

SR4 

SR5 

SR6 

SR7 

SR8 

SR9 

Trust establishment and trust propagation 

policies, 

Identification policies 

Message-level confidentiality policies, 

 Message-level integrity policies, 

 Message-level authenticity policies 

Access Control policies 
Non-repudiation policies 

Table 4. 3. Elements from the Security Interface 
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4. 4. Application to the Travel Agency Case Study: Identifying needed policies and 
defining the abstract design model 

As an illustration for our metamodel, we apply it to the travel agency example. In 

the preceding chapter, we described the conceptual model for the travel agency service 

oriented application obtained from the analysis phase, and its corresponding threat analysis. 

We need to identify which security policies are necessary to prevent those threats. Next, in 

the design stage, the SOA architectural style is chosen for implementing the travel agency 

and a design model is derived from the conceptual model.  

The design model is defined using our security-enabled SOA metamodel. The 

BuyCustomizedPackage use case is realized by a business process through an executable 

workflow. Therefore our design model for the travel agency consists of two UML 

diagrams: 

 The first diagram (Figure 4.5) is a UML activity diagram which illustrates 

the business process for buying a customized vacation package. It 

corresponds to the Service Composition view of the model. 

 The second diagram (Figure 4.6) is a class diagram which illustrates the 

architecture of the application. It corresponds to the Service Interface view 

of the model and includes some elements from the Service Implementation 

view. We remind here that the service implementation view of the 

application of the system must be independent of its Service Interface, given 

the autonomy (encapsulation) principle of SOA. 
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4.4.1. Identifying needed policies 

From the security requirements and the identified threats (section 3.6), we need to 

identify which policies must be enforced by the system. Security requirements focus on 

confidentiality of customers‟ information, and trustworthiness of business partners. We use 

our correspondence between security requirements and security policies (table 4.1) to 

identify which policies need to be enforced: 

1) We can shorten the list of threats by examining the security requirements given 

by business analysts. Those security requirements usually take into account the 

impact and/or likelihood of threats. The list of remaining threats is T1, T4, T5, 

T6, T8, T9, T10, T11. 

2) Every threat is a threat to a security goal listed in table 4.1. Thus, we examine 

each remaining threat, and determine which security goal it threatens. For 

example, T1 threatens the trusted participants goal. 

3) Using table 4.1, we infer which policy type to enforce. For example, for threat 

T1, we need to enforce Trust establishment and trust propagation policies and 

Identification policies. 

In the following we restrict our analysis to the trust establishment and trust 

propagation policies and identification policies. 
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4.4.2. Defining the abstract design model 

UML activity diagrams describe the dynamic behavior of systems. They focus on 

the control flow between activities. The execution of a vacation package ordering process is 

described as follows: 

First, the travel agency system receives criteria for a vacation package from a 

customer. Then the travel agency copies the criteria to several request to its partners 

(PrepareSearches activity). Next, the travel agency invokes its partners in parallel to 

search for hotels, cars and airline tickets: SearchHotel, SearchAirlineTicket and 

SearchCar, and receive offers from them (ReceiveHotelOffers, 

ReceiveAirlineTicketsOffers, ReceiveCarOffer).  Once those three activities have 

terminated (join node), the travel agency copies all received offers into a single response 

(PrepareCompositeOffer) and sends it back to the Customer. Next, the travel agency 

receives payment information from the Customer (GetPaymentInfo), copies it to a request 

for authorization to the credit card company (PreparePayment and AuthorizePayment). 

Finally, a similar set of activities is used to reserve hotel stays, cars and buy airline tickets. 

All actions from the travel agency are described in terms of either Receive, Assign 

Invoke, or Reply actions from the SOA metamodel. 
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Figure 4. 5. Business process for buying a customized vacation package. 
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Figure 4.6 represents the class diagram for the travel agency. Elements from the 

Interface view and some elements from the implementation view are shown here, for better 

comprehension. Only elements concerning the hotel reservation are showed for simplicity. 

Elements for the car rental and the airline ticket reservation are very similar. Additionally, 

we use tagged values to represent the links between interactionActivities and their 

corresponding Operation (c.f. Table 4.4). 

 

Figure 4. 6. Travel Agency design class diagram 
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Activity Tag Name Tag Value 

ReceiveTripCriteria Operation findOffers 

SearchHotel Operation searchHotel 

ReceiveHotelOffers Operation searchHotelStayCallBack 

SendOffers Operation findOffers 

GetPaymentInfo Operation orderTrip 

AuthorizePayment Operation authorizeCreditCardPayment 

ReserveHotel Operation orderHotelStay 

ReceiveHotelConfirmation Operation orderHotelCallBack 

SendConfirmation Operation orderTrip 

Table 4. 4. Tagged values for the Travel Agency class diagram 
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CHAPTER 5  

 

A  SECURITY-ENABLED METAMODEL FOR WEB 

SERVICES-BASED APPLICATIONS  

In this chapter, we present a security-enabled metamodel for the web services 

platform. It also provides a security interface which includes elements that can be extended 

in order to implement a security policy or mechanism. The metamodel describes the web 

services specifications (cf Chapter 2) with an emphasis on security. Many metamodels for 

Web services standards have been produced in the literature. They accurately represent the 

XML entities defined in the corresponding standards. Some are defined for BPEL, other for 

WSDL. Unfortunately, they are not security-oriented, or detailed enough to enable the 

addition of a security layer. 

5. 1.  The security-enabled web services metamodel 

Our security-enabled metamodel for web services is also UML Profile. First, we 

describe our conceptual model, and then we define the Profile itself in table 5.1. 
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5.1.1. Conceptual model 

The conceptual model describes the main web services specifications. It reflects the 

specifications, but not necessarily the XML elements used in the specifications. 

The web services metamodel defines several packages: 

 WSDLServiceInterface: defines a service‟s interface in terms of the 

WSDL specification 

 BPELServiceComposition: defines a service‟s orchestration in terms of 

the BPEL specification 

 WS-CDLChoreography: defines a choreography in terms of the WS-CDL 

specification 

 SOAPTransport: defines a SOAP message. 

WSDL Service Interface 

A Service consists of several Ports, which represent network endpoints. Each 

Port is from a PortType, which defines several Operations. A Binding represents a 

concrete transport protocol and data format specification for a particular PortType. For 

each Operation, it specifies a location in an OperationBinding. Operations are defined 

in terms of Messages. There are three types of Messages, Input, Output and Fault. 

Messages have Parts that are imported from the organization data model. Parts are 

elements that will finally be inserted into the SOAP message‟s Body. 
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BPEL Service Composition 

A Process is a workflow of Activities. The Reply, Invoke and Receive 

Activities are InteractionActivities. Each InteractionActivity corresponds to 

one Operation that. A PartnerLink defines the different parties that interact with the 

business process. A PartnerLink is from a PartnerLinkType, which collects up to two 

Roles. Each Role must support a PortType for an Interaction to success. A Process 

can define some Variables to maintain state data and are defined in terms of Messages. A 

Process also has a FaultHandler, which defines the Activities that must be performed 

in response to the reception of Fault Messages. 

SOAP Transport 

A SOAP Envelope is made of a Body, which collects instances of Message Parts 

and a Header. 
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Figure 5. 1. The security-enabled web services metamodel  
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5.1.2.  The UML Profile 

The UML Profile is analogous to the one described in the preceding chapter. The 

following table describes it. 

Web Services Metamodel 

Stereotype 
UML Metaclass 

WSDLServiceInterface Package 

Service Classifier 

ServiceImplementation Package 

MessagePart Parameter, Class 

SemanticDataModel Package  

PartnerLinkType Class 

PartnerLink Class 

BPELServiceComposition Package 

Process Class 

CorrelationSet Class 

ActivityComposite Activity 

PrimitiveActivity Activity 

InternalActivity Activity 

InteractionActivity Activity 

Receive Action 

Reply Action 

Invoke Action 

Principal Class 

Attribute Class 

BusinessEntity Actor 

Choreography Package 

Collaboration Collaboration 

Participant Actor 

Role Class 

InteractionType Activity 

Table 5. 1. Security-enabled UML profile for Web Services-based applications 
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5.1.3. The security interface 

The security interface includes those elements from the metamodel that can be used 

to satisfy the security requirements. They are analogous to those showed in Table 4.3. 
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CHAPTER 6  

 

A  DECISION GUIDING MAP OF SECURITY PATTE RNS 

In this chapter, we present a map of security patterns and its corresponding catalog. 

First, we define its structure and its use. Then, we present the catalog of security patterns. 

6. 1.  A decision guiding map of security patterns 

We investigated how to build secure service oriented systems and we showed that it 

was not enough to compose pre-secured atomic services. Security has to be thought during 

the entire service composition process. We proposed to use patterns in a systematic manner 

in order to guide the security decisions. Making security decisions is a complex task that 

cannot be done automatically. This is why patterns exist in a first place: if there were rules 

about making a complex systems secure, system designers would use an automatic tool to 

add security to a design. But such rules don‟t exist so patterns help by gathering the 

knowledge of security experts. A pattern is a generative tool which is helpful to the 

designer, but, another problem arises: there is a proliferation of security patterns, thus it is 

becoming harder to select which ones should be applied. In this chapter, we formalize the 
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concept of pattern diagram or pattern map. We make it navigable, so that it makes it easier 

for a designer to make security decisions. 

6.1.1. Different levels of abstraction 

A software system is built to resolve a problem. During the process of development 

of the system, the problem is first analyzed and then the solution to the problem is 

iteratively refined. During each phase of the software lifecycle, the solution is viewed at a 

different level of abstraction. Security is a non functional requirement that must be thought 

from the requirements phase. Thus security patterns also exist at different levels of 

abstraction. In the lower-level, security patterns for a particular platform, language or 

technology are found, that control a security threat for this particular context (platform, or 

language, technology). 

Abstract security patterns reside in the highest layer, which control generic threats 

such as impersonation, repudiation, message replay, unauthorized data 

disclosure/modification, etc. At that level they are policy patterns, which will be enforced 

differently depending on the underlying technology, language or platform in use. 

Our map consists of three layers, but depending on the complexity of an 

application, other layers can be added. 
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6.1.2. Relationships between patterns 

We describe here the types of pattern relationships that appear in our map. A 

classification of pattern relationships has been proposed for design patterns [Zim95], but 

we are working with architectural patterns. A different classification of security patterns is 

given in [Fer08]. Relationships between two patterns can exist within a layer of abstraction 

or across two layers. The type of relationship that connects a pattern from a layer to a 

pattern in a lower-level layer is a realization relationship. We identified three types of 

relationships between patterns of the same layer of abstraction: containment, 

specialization and collaboration.  

Realization relationship 

Pattern A realizes pattern B when pattern A is from a lower layer of abstraction, 

both solve the same problem, but pattern A adapts pattern B‟s solution to a more concrete 

context. 

Specialization relationship 

Pattern A specializes pattern B when pattern A and pattern B are in the same layer 

of abstraction, solve the same problem in the same context, but pattern A‟s solution is more 

detailed than pattern B‟s solution.  

Containment relationship 

Pattern A contains pattern B when pattern A‟s problem is broader than pattern B‟s 

problem and pattern A uses pattern B in its solution.  
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Collaboration relationship 

Pattern A collaborates with pattern B when pattern A and B are often used together. 

6.1.3. A metamodel for patterns 

Our analysis of security patterns and relationships between them lead us to the 

following metamodel. A pattern is a heterogeneous object since it has human-readable and 

machine-readable components. A pattern consists of: 

 A name: uniquely identifies a pattern. Help in the communication between 

designers and/or architects. 

 A human-readable component. Mandatory parts are: 

o Context: The environment in which the pattern exists 

o Problem: The problem that the pattern solves. It includes the 

different forces which are concerns that affect the solution of the 

pattern 

o Solution: a description of how the pattern solves the problem. 

o Consequences (Resulting Context): describes what the effects of 

applying the pattern are, how the forces have been resolved and 

balanced.  
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o Known Uses: real world examples in which this pattern has been 

observed 

 The layer of abstraction in which the pattern resides 

 A set of relationships with other patterns, which indicate a set of related 

patterns.  

 A UML model which is a generative description of the solution. Among 

other elements, the UML model contains some template elements. If we 

consider a pattern as a collaboration among UML elements, those template 

elements are roles which must be mapped to real classes when the pattern is 

applied. Because we are applying security patterns to service oriented and 

web services-based applications, those template elements are taken from the 

SOA and web services metamodels described in Chapters 4 and 5. 

Figure 6.1 and Table 6.1 illustrate a UML Profile for patterns. 
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Figure 6. 1. Metamodel for patterns 

Pattern Metamodel Element UML Metaclass 

Pattern Package 

GenerativeSolution Package 

HumanReadableComponent Class 

PatternRelationship Relationship 

TemplateElement ModelElement 

CoreElement ModelElement 

Table 6. 1. UML Profile for Patterns 

6.1.4. Graphical Notation 

Since relationships between patterns are from different types, we propose the 

following notation that makes the map easier to understand. Our graphical notation is close 

to the notation for UML associations for the same practical reason. 
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Item Graphical Notation 

Pattern 
 

Realization relationship 

 

Containment relationship 

 

Specialization relationship 

 

Collaboration relationship 
label

 

Abstraction layer 

L
a

y
e

r 
n

a
m

e

 

Table 6. 2. Graphical notation for the pattern map 

6.1.5. The decision guiding map 

In this work, we provide a map for security patterns for using in Service oriented 

and web services-based applications. However, this map is not exhaustive. New patterns 
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may be discovered and added to it. Besides, not all patterns in the map are present in our 

catalog, some have just been identified (represented with a dashed line), and others have 

been written by other authors, there is only a reference to the pattern in our catalog.  
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Figure 6. 2. The map of security patterns 
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In our map, the highest layer, „Abstract Defenses‟, contains policy patterns that are 

often used in the context of SOA, such as Access Control, Authentication, etc.  They reflect 

the policies identified in our security analysis from Chapter 4. Those policy patterns are to 

be applied to conceptual models at the analysis stage. The second, less abstract layer, 

„Abstract Security Patterns for SOA‟, contains security patterns which describe security 

mechanisms and schemes that are not necessarily specialized for service-oriented systems, 

but which have been used extensively in that context. They describe how to realize the 

policy patterns previously described.  For example, the „Access Matrix‟ and the „Reference 

Monitor‟ pattern from this layer can be used in collaboration to realize „Access Control‟ 

policies. Finally, the lowest layer of our map, „Concrete Security Patterns for Web 

Services‟, consists of security patterns that describes mechanisms, schemes and languages 

often used in the context of Web Services. They describe how to realize the security 

patterns from the second layer. For example, the „XACML Policy Language‟ from this 

layer is an XML-based language that allows the definition of access control rules by 

describing entities in terms of attributes. It realizes the more abstract „Attribute-Based 

Access Control‟ pattern from the second layer. 

6.1.6. Formal definition 

We consider a set of patterns P and a partition A of P, such that an element in A 

defines an abstraction layer. That is, we assume that abstraction layers are well-defined, 

and that every pattern belongs to exactly one of the abstraction layers. Function a: P  A 

describes the assignment of the patterns to the abstraction layers. 
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We define a strict total order < on A such that for any two abstraction layers a1 and 

a2,  A, a1 < a2 when abstraction layer a1 is less abstract than abstraction layer a2. 

Additionally, we define the realization relation I over P  P, such that (p1, p2)  I 

when pattern p1 implements pattern p2 and a(p1) < a(p2). 

The realization relationship can be modeled as a graph G whose vertices are 

patterns from P and edges are elements from I. Then, G is a directed acyclic graph, for 

which search algorithms like depth-first search become simpler. 

By contradiction: we assume that G is not an acyclic graph, thus it has at least one 

directed cycle. That is, there is a pattern p1such that there is a non empty directed path that 

start and ends on p1. If this path is a loop from p1 to p1, then a(p1) < a(p1) but this is a 

contradiction since < is a strict total order for which a1 < a2 implies a1  a2. If this path is 

not a loop, then there exists a pattern p2 p1 on that path. Then for any predecessor pi of p2, 

a(pi) < a(p2). In particular p1 is a predecessor of p2 and a(p1) < a(p2). Similarly, for any 

successor pj of p2 , a(p2) < a(pj). In particular, p1 is a successor of p2 and a(p2) < a(p1), 

which is a contradiction. 

6.1.7. Using the map: extraction of the decision tree 

Since architect/designers must add security to their models during the whole 

lifecycle, they have to make security decisions throughout the lifecycle. In our approach, 

those security decisions are in fact the choice of the appropriate security patterns which 
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should be applied. However, because of the proliferation of security patterns, it may be 

difficult to select them. A decision tree is a decision analysis tool that uses a graph of nodes 

to model all the choices and their possible outcomes. Mathematically, it does not need to be 

a tree, but at least a directed acyclic graph. Our map can be seen as a forest of decision trees 

used for choosing the appropriate security patterns: 

1) All the decision nodes represent the following decision: “How do we implement 

the security defense represented by this node?” 

2) Edges of the decision trees are relationships between patterns from the map, of 

the „specialization‟ or the „realization‟ types 

3) Bootstrap: the roots of the trees are chosen based on security requirements from 

the abstract defenses (policy) patterns 

Security choices are ultimately made by humans from the reading of the human-

readable parts of reachable patterns. In particular, the „consequences‟ sections of candidate 

patterns is of interest, since they describe the effect of applying the patterns. 

In addition, the use of our map also allows a good traceability of the decisions to 

the development lifecycle. Security decisions are registered as a sequence of nodes 

(security patterns). If the process is iterative, backtracking from the trees is possible. 
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6.1.8. Using the map: the notion of coverage 

The notion of coverage refers to the fact that every aspect of security must be 

considered at each layer of a system for the system to be secure. In this sense our map 

covers all security aspects and layers for web services-based systems. Indeed, from our 

security analysis for SOA (Chapter 3), we identified all possible abstract defenses (generic 

policies) that could be used in order to secure Service oriented systems:  

 Access control policies 

 Authentication policies 

 Message-level confidentiality policies 

 Message-level integrity policies 

 Message-level authenticity policies 

 Message freshness policies 

 Trust establishment and trust propagation policies 

 Identification policies 

 Non repudiation policies 

 Logging policies 

 Audit policies 
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 Malware policies 

This allows us to assess the coverage of defenses implemented by security 

standards today: For example we see that no web service standard has been designed to 

guarantee message freshness. 

6.1.9. Tool support 

The map is easily implementable into a tool, since we described the map as a graph 

of security patterns and we defined a metamodel for patterns in the UML language. 

Moreover, patterns can be easily imported/exported/edited using UML/MOF/XMI, thus 

adding flexibility to the process. The tool could easily help in the selection of security 

patterns by navigating the map and suggesting that reachable patterns could be applied 

next. 

6.1.10. Application to the Travel Agency Case Study: Using the map to select 
appropriate security patterns 

In section 4.4.1, we identified what policy types should be enforced by the travel 

agency system: trust establishment and trust propagation policies and identification 

policies. Therefore we consider the decision trees having the „Identification” and “Trust 

Propagation and establishment” patterns as roots. 
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By following the „realization” edges, we select the Circle Of Trust, Identity 

Provider and Identity Federation Patterns and choose to apply the Identity Federation 

pattern during the analysis phase. During the design phase, the tree guides us towards the 

selection of the Liberty Alliance Identity Federation pattern or the WS-Federation pattern. 

After analyzing those two patterns, we choose to apply the Liberty Alliance Identity 

Federation pattern. 

6. 2. A catalog of abstract security patterns for Service oriented applications 

6.2.1. Secure communications patterns 

Some secure communication patterns are described in [Ima03] and [Tat04]. 

6.2.2. Identity management patterns 

Patterns for identity management in SOA applications are shown in Figure 6. 3. A 

security domain is a set of resources in which the administration of security is performed 

by a unique entity, which typically stores identity information about the subjects of the 

domain. The Identity Provider centralizes the administration of a security domain‟s 

subjects. The Circle of Trust represents a federation of service providers that share trust 

relationships. The Identity Federation pattern allows the federation of multiple identities 

across multiple organizations under a common identity. This pattern relies on the SAML 

Assertion pattern, which provides a unifying format for communicating identity 
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information between different security domains [Fer06e]. Variants of the SAML Assertion 

can implement the Capability, the Credential and a part of the Attribute-Based Access 

Control patterns. 

 

Figure 6. 3. Pattern diagram for identity management  

Identity Management patterns have been published in [Ste05]. They include: 

 Assertion Builder: implements a generic mechanism for constructing and 

processing SAML-based assertions as a separated service. 

 Single Sign-on Delegator: encapsulates access to identity management and 

single sign-on functionalities. 
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 Credential Tokenizer: externalizes the creation of various types of security 

tokens from a client. 

However, they are lower level patterns and can only be used once the system has 

already been designed. Because our emphasis is on design, they don‟t appear on our map. 

Circle of Trust 

The Circle of Trust pattern allows the formation of trust relationships among 

service providers in order for their subjects to access an integrated and more secure 

environment. 

Context: Service providers that provide services to consumers (subjects) over large 

systems such as the Internet.  

Problem: In such large open environments, subjects are typically registered (i.e. 

have accounts) with some unrelated services. Besides, subjects may have no relationships 

with many other services available in the open environment. It may be cumbersome for the 

subject to deal with multiple accounts, and it may not be secure to build new relationships 

with other services, since identity theft or violation of privacy could be performed by rogue 

services. How could we take advantage of relationships between service providers in order 

to avoid the inconvenience of multiple logins and to select trusted services? The solution of 

this pattern is affected by the following forces: 
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 Service providers are numerous on public networks. It can be cumbersome, 

indeed impossible, for each service provider to define relations with every 

other provider. 

 The service providers‟ infrastructures for their subjects‟ login may be 

implemented using different technologies. 

Solution: Each service provider establishes business relationships with a set of other 

service providers. Those relationships are materialized by the existence of operational and 

possibly business agreements between services. Those kinds of relationship are trust 

relationships since each service provider expects each other to behave according to the 

operating agreements. Therefore a circle of trust is a set of service providers that have 

business and operational relationships with each other, that is, that trust each other. 

Operational agreements could include information about whether they can exchange 

information about their subjects, how and what type of information can be exchanged. 

Business agreements could describe how to offer cross promotions to their subjects. Figure 

6. 4 shows a UML class diagram with an OCL constraint describing the structure of the 

solution. 

 

Figure 6. 4. UML class diagram for the Circle Of Trust pattern 
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Consequences: The subjects can transact more securely with (potentially unknown) 

trusted services from the circle of trust. The services can provide a seamless environment to 

the subjects, and can exchange information about their users by using operating agreements 

that describe what common technologies to use. However, service providers need to agree 

on operational processes before their users can benefit from the seamless environment. 

They have to exchange credentials through some kind of external channel to trust and 

recognize each other. 

Known Uses: Identity Federation systems and models such as the Liberty Alliance 

project [Lib]. 

Implementation: Operational agreements should include a means to concretely 

enable trust, such as the share of a secret key or the secure distribution of root certificates, 

etc. 

Related Patterns: Identity Provider and Identity Federation, and the concrete pattern 

Liberty Alliance Identity Federation use this pattern [Del05]. 

Identity Provider 

The Identity Provider pattern allows the centralization of the administration of 

subjects‟ identity information for a security domain. 

Context: One or several resources, such as web services, CORBA services, 

applications, etc, that are accessed by a determined set of subjects. The subjects and 

resources are typically from the same organization. 
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Problem: Each application, or service may implement its own code for managing 

subjects‟ identity information, leading to an overload in implementation and maintenance 

costs and that may lead to inconsistencies across the organization‟s units. 

Solution: The management of the subjects‟ information for an organization is 

centralized in an Identity Provider, which is responsible for storing and propagating parts of 

the subjects „information, (that form their identity), to the applications and services that 

need it. We define a security domain as the set of resources whose subjects‟ identity is 

managed by the Identity Provider. Typically, the Identity Provider issues a set of 

credentials to each subject that will be verified by the accessed resources. Notice that the 

security domain is a special kind of Circle of Trust within an organization. Figure 6. 5 

shows a UML class diagram describing the structure of the solution. 

 

Figure 6. 5. UML class diagram for the Identity Provider pattern 
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Consequences: Maintenance costs are reduced, and the system is consistent in 

terms of its users. However, the Identity Provider can be a bottleneck in the organization‟s 

network. 

Known Uses: Identity Management products, such as IBM Tivoli, Sun One Identity 

Server and Netegrity‟s Siteminder. 

Related Patterns: Identity Federation uses this pattern and it uses the Credential and 

the Circle of Trust patterns. 

Identity Federation 

The Identity Federation pattern allows the formation of a dynamically created 

identity within an identity federation consisting of several service providers. Therefore, 

identity and security information about a subject can be transmitted in a transparent way for 

the user among service providers from different security domains. 

Context: Several security domains in a distributed environment. A security domain 

is a set of resources (web services, applications, CORBA services, etc.) in which 

administration of security is performed by a unique entity, which typically stores identity 

information about the subjects known to the domain. Subjects can perform actions in one or 

more security domains. 

Problem: There may be no relationship among some of the security domains 

accessed by a Subject. Thus subjects may have multiple unrelated identities within each 
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security domain. Consequently, they may experience multiple cumbersome registrations, 

authentications and other identity-related tasks prior to accessing the services they need. 

How to avoid the inconvenience of multiple registrations and authorizations across 

security domains? The solution to this problem is affected by the following forces:  

 The identity of a user can be represented in a variety of ways in different 

domains. 

 Parts of a subject‟s identity within a security domain may be sensitive 

information and should not be disclosed to other security domains. 

 The identity- and security-related information in transit between two 

security domains should be kept confidential, so that eavesdropping, 

tampering, or identity theft cannot be realized. 

 A subject may want to access a security domain‟s resources in an 

anonymous way. 

Solution: Service providers, which are normally part of a security domain in which 

the local identity of subjects is managed by an identity provider, form identity federations 

by developing offline operating agreements with other service providers from other 

security domains. In particular they can agree about their privacy policies. In a security 

domain, the local identity associated with a user consists of a set of attributes. Some of 

those attributes can be marked as confidential and should not be passed to other security 

domains. A federated identity is gradually and transparently created by gathering some of a 
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subject‟s attributes from its local identities within an identity federation. Therefore, identity 

and security information about a subject can be transmitted between service providers from 

the same identity federation in a transparent way for the user. In particular, its 

authentication status can be propagated to perform single sign-on within the identity 

federation. Figure 6.6 illustrates by an example how security domains and identity 

federations can coexist: A security domain is typically a circle of trust within an 

organization, whereas an identity federation is a circle of trust whose members can come 

from different organizations. 

  

Figure 6. 6. UML class diagram for the Identity Federation pattern 

Structure: Figure 6.7 shows a UML class diagram with an OCL constraint 

describing the structure of the solution. An IdentityFederation consists of a set of 

ServiceProviders which provide services to Subjects. A Subject has multiple 

LocalIdentities with some ServiceProviders. A LocalIdentity can be described as a set of 

Attributes of the Subject. This Subject can have several FederatedIdentities. This 

FederatedIdentity is composed of a union of attributes from the LocalIdentities of the 
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IdentityFederation. An IdentityProvider is responsible for managing the LocalIdentities 

within a SecurityDomain and can authenticate any Subjects on behalf of any 

ServiceProvider of the IdentityFederation. A Subject has been issued a set of Credentials 

that collect information about its authentication status and its identity within a 

SecurityDomain. 

 

Figure 6. 7. UML class diagram for the Identity Federation pattern 

 

context FederatedIdentity 
inv: forall(p | self.federatedAttributes->includes(p) implies  

self.subject.localIdentity.localAttributes->includes(p)) 
inv: self.federatedAttributes->excludes( 

self.subject.localIdentity.localAttributes.oclAsType( 
PrivateAttribute)) 
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Dynamics: We describe the dynamic aspects of the Identity Federation pattern 

showing a sequence diagram for two use cases: Federate two Local Identities (Figure 6. 8) 

and Single Sign On (Figure 6.8). 

Figure 6. 8. UML sequence diagram for the Identity Federation pattern for the Use Case 

“Federate two local identities” 
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Figure 6. 9.  UML sequence diagram for the Identity Federation pattern for the Use Case 

“Single Sign On” 

 

Consequences: This pattern presents the following advantages: 

 Subjects can access resources within the identity federation in a seamless 

and secure way without reauthenticating in each new domain. 

 Many different representations of the identity of a user can be consolidated 

under the same federated identity. 

 Subjects can classify some of their attributes as private. Therefore, an 

identity provider can identify which attributes it shouldn‟t transmit to other 

parties. 
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 Parts of the security credentials issued about the subject can be encrypted, 

so that the subject‟s privacy can be protected. 

 The security credential can be signed, so that its integrity and authenticity is 

protected and some attacker cannot forge security tokens or change some of 

the subject‟s attributes. 

 A subject can access a security domain‟s resources in an anonymous way, 

since not all attributes from a local identity (such as a name) are required to 

be federated. 

The pattern also has some (possible) liabilities: 

 Service providers need to have some kind of agreement before their 

identities can be federated. They have to exchange credentials through some 

external channel to trust and recognize each other  

 Even when a subject‟s sensitive information is classified as private, a 

security domain can still disclose the subject‟s private information secretly 

to other parties, thus violating its privacy. 

 A security token can be stolen and presented by an attacker, resulting in 

identity theft. This is alleviated by the use of expiration dates and unique Ids 

for credentials. 
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 In spite of an expiration date, and the unique ID feature of a credential, 

which guarantees a certain freshness, its unconditional revocation is not 

addressed in this solution.  

Known Uses: WS-Federation is a proposed standard allowing web services to 

federate their identities, Liberty Alliance is a standard allowing services to federate into 

Identity Federations, Microsoft‟s Passport is a system that enables a user to perform single-

sign on over the Internet, Shibboleth is an open solution for realizing identity federation 

among enterprises. 

Implementation: The identity federation can be structured hierarchically or in a 

peer-to-peer manner. The most basic identity federation could be based on bilateral 

agreements between two service providers. In Liberty Alliance, an Identity Federation has 

an Identity Provider responsible for managing the federated identity whereas Shibboleth 

defines a club as a set of service providers having reached some operating agreements. In 

the Liberty Alliance model, the Identity Provider proposes incentives for other Service 

Providers to affiliate with them and federate their local identities. Furthermore, no Attribute 

can be classified as private. Privacy is achieved by letting the user provide its consent each 

time its identity is federated. 

Related Patterns: Liberty Alliance Identity Federation is a specialization of this 

pattern. A Single Sign On pattern is shown in [Ste05]. 
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6.2.3. Access control patterns 

Policy-based Access Control 

The Policy-Based Access Control pattern decides if a subject is authorized to access 

an object according to policies defined in a central policy repository. 

Example: Consider a financial company that provides services to its customers. 

Their computer systems can be accessed by customers who send orders to the company for 

buying or selling commodities (stocks, bonds, real estate, art, etc.) via email or through 

their website. Brokers employed by the company can carry out the orders of the customers 

by sending requests to the systems of various financial markets, or consult information 

from financial news websites. Also, a government auditor visits periodically to check for 

application of laws and regulations. All of these activities are regulated by policies with 

various granularities within the company. For example, the billing department can have the 

rule «only registered customers whose account status is in good standing may send orders», 

the technical department can decide that «emails with attachments bigger than x Mb won‟t 

be delivered»,  the company security policy can state that «only employees with a “broker” 

role can access the financial market‟s web services» and that «only the broker custodian of 

a customer can access its transaction information», whereas the legal department issues the 

rule that «auditors can access all  transaction information», etc. All of these policies are 

enforced by different components of the computer system of the company (email server, 

file system, web service access control component, and financial application). This 

approach has several problems: the policies are described in possibly different syntaxes and 

it is difficult to have a global view of what policies apply to a specific case. Moreover, two 
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policies can be conflicting and there is no way to combine them in a clear way. In 

summary, this approach could be error-prone and complex to manage. 

Context: Centralized or distributed systems with a large number of resources 

(objects), where a large number of subjects may access those objects. Rules are defined to 

control access to objects. The rules defined by the organization are typically designed by 

different actors (technical, organizational, legal, etc), and each set of rules designed by a 

specific policy designer can concern overlapping sets of objects and/or subjects. We 

assume that access requests come from authenticated subjects. 

Problem: Enforcing these rules for a particular access request may be complex, and 

thus error prone, because there is no clear view of what rules to apply to a request. How can 

we enforce access control according to the pre-defined rules in a consistent way? The 

solution to this problem is affected by the following forces:  

  Objects may be frequently added or removed, we need to keep the 

authorization rules always up to date. 

  The solution should be able to implement a wide variety of access control 

models, such as the Access Matrix, RBAC, or others [Fer01]. 

  The authorization status should be clear to administrators or they will make 

errors in maintaining the rules. 

  There should be no direct access to objects, i.e. every request must be 

mediated and validated. 
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  Several rules applicable to some object may exist and we need to consider 

all of them in deciding access. 

  We need to provide centralized rules administration or we may incur into 

inconsistencies. 

Solution: Most access control systems are based on the authorization pattern 

[Fer01], where the access of a subject to an object depends only on the existence of a 

positive applicable rule. If no such rule exists, then the access is denied. In our case, the 

situation is more complicated: the existence of a positive applicable rule should not 

necessarily imply that the access should be granted. All of the rules must be taken into 

account, and a final decision must be made from the set of applicable rules and some meta-

information about the way they should be combined. A policy object specifies how those 

rules must be combined. For more flexibility about the combination of rules, a composite 

object aggregates rules using a Composite pattern. Basically, policy sets aggregate policies, 

and include information about how to combine rules from different policies. In order to 

easily select all applicable rules, they should be stored in a unique repository for the 

organization and administered in a centralized way. At access time, all requests are 

intercepted by Policy Enforcement Points (PEPs), a specific type of Reference Monitor 

[Fer01]. The repository is accessed by a unique Policy Decision Point (PDP), which is 

responsible for computing the access decision by cooperating with a Policy Information 

Point (PIP), which may provide information about the subject or the resource accessed. The 

rules and policies are administered through a unique Policy Administration Point (PAP). 

Finally, because rules and policies are designed by different teams, possibly about the same 
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objects and subjects, the PDP may have a Dynamic Policy Conflict Resolver to resolve the 

conflict, which would need to use meta-rules. A complementary Static Policy Conflict 

Resolver may be a part of the PAP, and should detect conflicts between rules at the time 

they are entered into the repository by the administrators. 

Structure 

Figure 6.12 illustrates the solution. A Subjects’ access requests to particular 

Objects of the system are intercepted by PEPs, which are a part of the security 

infrastructure that is responsible for enforcing the organization Policy about this access. 

PEPs query another part of the security infrastructure, the PDP, which is responsible for 

computing an access decision. In order to compute the decision, the PDP uses information 

from a PIP, and retrieves the applicable Policy from the unique PolicyRepository. A 

PolicyRepository stores all of the rules for the organization. It is also responsible for 

retrieving the applicable Rules by selecting those Rules whose subjectDescriptor, 

resourceDescriptor, and environmentDescriptor match the information about 

the subject, the resource and the environment pulled from the PIP, and whose 

accessType matches the required accessType from the request. The PAP is a unique 

point for administering the rules. In case the evaluation of the Policy leads to a conflict 

between the decisions of the applicable Rules, a part of the PDP, the 

DynamicPolicyConflictResolver, is responsible for producing a uniquely 

determined access decision. Similarly, a StaticPolicyConflictResolver is a part of 

the PAP and is responsible for identifying conflicting rules within the 

PolicyRepository. 
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Figure 6. 10. Class diagram for Policy-Based Access Control 

Dynamics 
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Figure 6.13 shows a sequence diagram describing the most commonly used case of 

Request Object Access. The Subject’s request for accessing an Object is intercepted by 

a PEP, which forwards the request to the PDP. The PDP can retrieve information about the 

Subject, the Object and the current Environment from the PIP. This information is 

used to retrieve the applicable Rules from the PolicyRepository. The PDP can then 

compute the access decision by combining the decisions from the Rules forming the 

applicable Policy and it can finally send this decision back to the PEP. If the access has 

been granted by the PDP, the PEP forwards the request to the Object. 

 

Figure 6. 11. Sequence diagram for use case Request access to an object 

Example Resolved: The use of the Policy-Based Access Control pattern allows the 

company to centralize its rules. Now, the billing department, as well as the technical 

department, the legal department and the corporate department can insert their rules in the 
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same repository, using the same format. The different components of the computer system 

that used to enforce policies directly (that is, email server, file system, web service access 

control component, and financial application) just need to intercept the requests and 

redirect them to the central Policy Decision Point. In order to do that, each of them runs a 

Policy Enforcement Point, which interfaces with the main Policy Decision Point. The rules 

could be grouped in the following way:  a unique company policy set might include all 

other policies and express that all policies coming from the corporate should dominate all 

other policies. Each department would have their own policy, composed of rules from this 

department, and combined according to each department‟s policy. Finally, a simple 

dynamic conflict resolver could be configured to enforce a closed policy in case of conflict. 

The rules can be easily managed, since they are written to the same repository, the conflicts 

can be resolved, and there is a clearer view of the company‟s security policy. 

Known Uses:  

 XACML (eXtensible Access Control Markup Language), defined by 

OASIS, includes languages for expressing authorization rules and for access 

decision following this pattern. 

 Symlabs Federated Identity Access Manager Federation is an identity 

management from Symlabs implementing identity federation. Its 

components include a PDP and PEPs. 

 “Components Framework for Policy-Based Admission Control”, a part of 

the Internet 2 project, is a framework for the authentication of network 
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components. It is based on five major components: Access Requestor (AR), 

Policy Enforcement Point (PEP), Policy Decision Point (PDP), Policy 

Repository (PR), and the Network Detection Point (NDP). 

 XML and Application firewalls [Del05] use evaluation structures of this 

type. 

 SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language) is an XML standard defined 

by OASIS for exchanging authentication and authorization data between 

security domains. It can be used to transmit the authorization decision. 

Consequences: This pattern presents the following advantages: 

 Since the access decisions are requested in a standard format, an access 

decision becomes independent from its enforcement. A wide variety of 

enforcement mechanisms could be supported and can evolve separately 

from the Policy Decision Point. 

 This pattern can support the access matrix, RBAC or multilevel models for 

access control. 

 Since every access is mediated, only authorized accesses are possible. 

The pattern also has some (possible) liability: 

 It could affect the performance of the protected system since the central 

PDP/PolicyRepository/PIP subsystem may be a bottleneck in the system. 
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 Complexity, the rule structure may become confusing. 

 We need to protect the access control information itself but this can be done 

by storing the rules as objects with authorization rules. 

Related Patterns:  

 The XACML patterns [Del05] define concrete versions of this pattern. The 

Access Control List and the Capability pattern are implementations of this 

pattern. 

 The PEP is just a Reference Monitor [Fer01]. 

 This pattern can implement the model described by the Access Matrix and 

RBAC patterns. 

 The Policy Enforcement Pattern [Zho02] is a general view of policies. 

ACL 

The Access Control List is associated with an object and allows controlling access 

to objects by indicating which subjects can access an object and in what way. 

Example: We are designing a system in which documents should be accessible only 

to some specific registered users, who can either retrieve them for reading or submit a 

modified version. We need to verify that a specific user can access the document requested 

in an efficient manner. 
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Context: This pattern is used in distributed systems where access to resources must 

be controlled. A system is composed of subjects that need to access resources to perform 

tasks. In the system, not every subject can access any object: access rights are defined and 

can be modeled as an access matrix, in which each row represents a subject and each 

column represents an object. An entry of the matrix is indexed by a specific subject and a 

specific object, and lists the types of actions that this subject can execute on this object. 

Problem: In some of those systems, the number of subjects and/or objects can be 

large. In this case, the direct implementation of the matrix can use significant amounts of 

storage, and the time used for searching this large matrix can be significant. In practice, the 

matrix is sparse. Subjects have rights on few objects and thus most of the entries are empty. 

How can we implement the access matrix in a space- and time-efficient way? The solution 

to this problem is affected by the following forces: 

 The matrix may have many subjects and objects. If the entries are 

unordered, finding the rule that authorizes a specific request to an object 

may take a good amount of time. 

 The matrix can be very sparse and storing it as a matrix would require 

storing many empty entries, thus wasting space. 

 Subjects and objects may be frequently added or removed. Making changes 

in a matrix representation is inefficient. 
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 The time spent for accessing a centralized access matrix may result in an 

additional overhead time. 

Solution: Implement the Access Matrix by associating each object with an Access 

Control List (ACL) that specifies which actions are allowed on the object by which users. 

Each entry of the list comprises a subject‟s identifier and a set of rights. Policy 

Enforcement Points (PEPs) of the system enforce the access policy by requesting the PDP 

to search the object‟s ACL for the requesting subject identifier and access type. In order for 

the system to be secure, the subject‟s identity must be authenticated prior to its access to 

any objects. Since the ACLs and their corresponding objects may be distributed, several 

Policy Administration Points (PAPs) may be responsible for creating and modifying the 

ACLs. 

Structure 

Figure 6.14 illustrates the solution. Each Object has an associated ACL. This ACL 

is made of ACLEntries, each of which contains a set of Rights permitted for a specific 

authenticated Subject. An authenticated Subject accesses an Object only if a 

corresponding Right exists in the Object’s ACL. For security reasons, only the PDP can 

create and modify ACLs. At execution time, the PDP is responsible for searching an 

Object’s ACL for a Right in order to make an access decision. 
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Figure 6. 12. Class diagram for Access Control List 

Dynamics 

Figure 6.15 shows a sequence diagram describing a typical use case for Request 

Object Access. The Subject’s request for accessing an Object is intercepted by a PEP, 

which forwards the request to the PDP. This then checks that the ACL corresponding to the 

Object contains an ACLEntry which corresponds to the Subject and which holds the 

accessType requested by the Subject. 
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Figure 6. 13. Sequence diagram for use case for Request Object Access 

Example Resolved: To enforce access control, we create a Policy Decision Point 

and its corresponding Policy Enforcement Points, which are responsible for intercepting 

and controlling accesses to those documents. For each document, provide the Policy 

Decision Point with a list of the users authorized to access it and in what way (read or 

write). At access time, the Policy Decision Point is able to search the list for the user. If the 

user is on the list with the proper access type, it grants access to the document; otherwise it 

will refuse access. 

Known Uses:  
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 Operating systems such as Microsoft Windows (from NT/2000), Novell's 

NetWare, Digital's OpenVMS, and Unix-based systems use ACLs to 

control access to their resources. 

 In Solaris 2.5, file ACLs allow to have a finer control over access to files 

and directories than the control that was possible with the standard Unix file 

permissions. It is possible to specify specific users in an ACL entry. It is 

possible to modify ACLs for a file „testfile‟ by using the „setfacl‟ command 

in a similar way to the „chmod‟ command, used for changing standard Unix 

permissions. 

 IBM Tivoli Access Manager for e-businesses uses ACLs to control access 

to the Web and application resources [IBM03]. 

 Cisco IOS (network infrastructure software), provides basic traffic filtering 

capabilities with ACLs [Cis07]. 

Consequences: This pattern presents the following advantages: 

 Because all authorizations for a given object are kept together, we can go to 

the requested object and find out if a subject is there. This is much shorter 

than searching the whole matrix. 

 The time spent accessing an ACL is less than the time that would have been 

spent accessing a centralized matrix. 
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 It is easy to add/remove entries in the ACL to consider new accesses. 

The pattern also has the (possible) liabilities: 

 The deletion of a subject may imply the scan of all ACLs, but this can be 

done automatically. 

 When the environment is heterogeneous, it needs to be adapted to each type 

of PEPs. PDPs and PAPs must be implemented in a different way, thus 

adding an additional development cost. 

Implementation: A decision must be made regarding the granularity of the ACLs. 

For example, it is possible to regroup the users, such as the minimal access control lists in 

UNIX. It is also possible to have a finer-grained access control system. For example, the 

extended access control lists in UNIX that allow specified access not only for the file‟s 

owner and owner‟s group but also for additional users or groups. The choice of access 

types can also contribute to a finer-grained access control system. For example, Windows 

defines over ten different permissions, whereas Unix-like systems usually define three. 

A creation/inheritance policy must also be defined: what should the ACL look like 

at the creation of an object? From what objects should it inherit its permissions? ACLs are 

pieces of information of variable length. A strategy for storing ACLs must be chosen. For 

example, in the Solaris' UFS file system, each inode has a field called i_shadow. If an inode 

has an ACL, this field points to a shadow inode. On the file system, shadow inodes are 

used like regular files. Each shadow inode stores an ACL in its data blocks. Linux and most 
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other UNIX-like operating systems implement a more general mechanism called Extended 

Attributes (EAs). Extended attributes are name and value pairs associated permanently with 

file system objects, similar to the environment variables of a process [Gru07]. 

Related Patterns:  

 The Capability pattern is another way to implement the Access Matrix. 

 Access Matrix and RBAC [Fer01] are models that can be implemented 

using ACLs. PEP is just a Reference Monitor [Fer01]. 

 A variant with a solution to centralized systems exists; in particular, it 

leverages on particular data structures to enhance efficiency. 

Capability 

The Capability pattern allows controlling access to objects by providing a credential 

or ticket to be given to a subject (responsible principal) for accessing an object in a specific 

way. Capabilities are given to the principal. 

Example: We are designing a system that allows registered users to read or modify 

confidential documents. We need to verify that a specific user can access a confidential 

document in an efficient and secure manner. In particular, we worry that if the parts of our 

system that deal with access control are too large and/or distributed, they may be 

compromised by attackers. 
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Context: We consider distributed systems where access to resources must be 

controlled. Those systems have a Policy Decision Point and its corresponding Policy 

Enforcement Points that enforce the access policy. A system is composed of subjects that 

need to access resources to perform their tasks. In the system, not every subject can access 

any object: access rights are defined and can be modeled as an access matrix, in which each 

row represents a subject and each column represents an object. An entry of the matrix is 

indexed by a specific subject and a specific object, and lists the types of actions that this 

subject can execute on this object. The system‟s implementation is vulnerable to threats 

from attackers that may compromise its components. 

Problem: In some of those systems, the number of subjects and/or objects can be 

large. In this case, the direct implementation of the matrix can use significant amounts of 

storage, and the time to search this large matrix can be significant. In practice, the matrix is 

sparse. Subjects have rights on few objects and thus most of the entries are empty. How can 

we implement the access matrix in a space- and time-efficient way? The solution to this 

problem is affected by the following forces: 

 The matrix may have many subjects and objects. Finding the rule that 

authorizes a specific request to an object may take a good amount of time 

(unordered entries). 

 The matrix can be very sparse and storing it as a matrix would require 

storing many empty entries, thus wasting space. 
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 Subjects and objects may be frequently added or removed. Making changes 

in a matrix representation is inefficient. 

 The time spent for accessing a centralized access matrix may result in an 

additional overhead time. 

 To increase the general level of security of the system, we would like to 

trust the smallest possible unit. 

 We would like to reduce the amount of authentication in a distributed 

system with many related domains; mechanisms such as SSO are 

convenient but they have a high overhead. 

Solution: Implement the Access Matrix by issuing a set of capabilities to each 

subject. A capability specifies that the subject possessing the capability has a right on a 

specific object. Policy Enforcement Points and the Policy Decision Point of the system 

enforce the access policy by checking that the capability presented by the subject at the 

access time is authentic and searching the capability for the requested object and access 

type. Trust a minimum part of the system – create a unique capability issuer that is 

responsible for issuing the capabilities. The capabilities must be implemented in a way that 

allows the PDP to verify their authenticity, so that a malicious user cannot forge one. 

Structure 

Figure 6.16 illustrates the solution. In order to protect the Objects, a 

CapabilityProvider, the minimum trusted part of our system, issues a set of 
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Capabilities to each Subject by using a secure channel. A Capability contains a 

set of Rights that the Subject can perform on a specific Object. A Subject accesses 

an Object only if a corresponding Right exists in one of the Subject’s 

Capabilities. At execution time, the PDP is responsible for checking the 

Capability’s authenticity and searching the Capability for both the requested 

Object and the requested accessType in order to make an access decision. 

 

Figure 6. 14. Class diagram for Capability 

Dynamics 

Figure 6.17 shows a sequence diagram describing the typical use case of Request 

Object Access. The Subject requests access to an Object by including a corresponding 

Capability. The request is intercepted by a PEP, which forwards the request to the PDP. 

It can then check that the Capability holds the accessType requested by the Subject. 
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Figure 6. 15. Sequence diagram for use case for Request Object Access 

Example Resolved: To enforce access control, we create a Policy Decision Point 

and its corresponding Policy Enforcement Points that are responsible for intercepting and 

controlling accesses to those documents. When a user logs on to the system, a robust token 

issuer provides a set of tokens that indicate which confidential documents are authorized. 

Tokens are digitally signed so that they can‟t be created or modified by users. At request 

time, a user wishing to access a confidential document presents its token to the Policy 

Enforcement Point, and then to the Policy Decision Point, which grants him access to the 

document. If a user does not present a token corresponding to the document and the access 

mode, access is refused. 

Known Uses:  

 Most of the centralized capability-based systems are operating systems. 

Usually hardware assistance is needed, for example, capabilities are placed 

in special registers and manipulated with special instructions (Plessey P250 
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[Ham73]), or they are stored in tagged areas of memory (IBM 6000 

[Cam02]). 

 Many distributed capability-based systems have been researched and are 

described in [Amo07, Don, Joh85, San86,]. Among those, Amoeba 

[Amo07] is a distributed operating system in which multiple machines can 

be connected together. It uses a microkernel architecture. When an object 

(representing a resource) is created, the creating server constructs a 128-bit 

value, called a capability, and returns it to the caller. Subsequent operations 

on the object require the user to send its capability to the server to both 

specify the object and prove that the user has permission to manipulate the 

object. Capabilities are protected cryptographically to prevent tampering. 

 Symbian [Sym06] is an Operating System for mobile systems that uses 

capabilities. 

Consequences: This pattern presents the following advantages: 

 Because the capability is sent together with the request, the time spent for 

accessing an authorization is much less than the time that would have been 

spent searching a whole matrix, or searching an ACL. 

 The time spent accessing a capability at request time is less than the time 

that would have been spent accessing a centralized matrix. 
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 The part of the system that we need to trust is minimal. The capability 

provider is only responsible to issue capabilities to the right users at an 

initial time. 

 We do not need authentication if we guarantee that capabilities are 

unforgeable. 

The pattern also has some (possible) liabilities: 

 The administration of the objects is more difficult: The addition of an object 

implies the issuance of capabilities to every authorized user that needs 

access to it. 

 When the environment is heterogeneous, the administration of the rights is 

more complex. There is no straightforward way to revoke a right since the 

user is in control of the capabilities it has acquired. A solution could be to 

add a validity time to each capability, or by through indirection, or by using 

virtual addresses [Fer06n]. 

 The right is transferable, that is, a capability can be stolen and replayed by 

(or given to) a malicious user! (This is not the case in OSs in which accesses 

to the capabilities are also controlled by the TCB, but those need the support 

of special hardware.) 

Implementation: Since a capability must be unforgeable and unmodifiable, those 

functions must be implemented as hardware or software: 
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 Hardware:  

o Tags: Tagging allows for the categorization of each word as data or 

a capability. Then no copying should be allowed from capability to 

data or vice versa, no arithmetic operation should be allowed on 

capabilities. A disadvantage of this method is the memory waste by 

using tags. 

o Segmentation: Whole segments of memory are used exclusively for 

capabilities or for data. No operation should be allowed between 

partitions of different types. A disadvantage of this is that many 

processes may need two segments. 

 Software: Cryptography is usually used. The capabilities may be encrypted 

by the capability issuer‟s key. 

Related Patterns:  

 The PEP and PDP are from the first pattern in this paper. The ACL pattern 

is another way to implement the Access Matrix. 

 Capabilities can be implemented into the VAS (Virtual Address Space) 

using segmentation [Scu06].  

 A PEP is just a Reference Monitor [Fer01]. 
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 Access Matrix, and RBAC [Fer01] are models that can be implemented 

using ACLs. Credentials [Mor06] are a type of capability. 

6. 3. A catalog of concrete security patterns for web services-based applications 

6.3.1. Identity management patterns 

SAML Assertion 

Provide a way to communicate security information about a particular subject 

between different security domains. 

Context: One or several security domains in a distributed system, typically using 

web services. A security domain is a set of resources (web services, applications, Corba 

services, etc.) in which the administration of security is performed by a unique entity, 

which typically stores identity information about the subjects of the domain. Those subjects 

can perform actions inside or outside their security domain. 

Problem: A subject may need to access a resource in a domain that does not know 

about it because the user is from a different security domain. In order to apply access 

control to the target domain‟s resources, security information about the subject should be 

transmitted between those two domains. How can we communicate this information? The 

solution to this problem is affected by the following forces:  

 The target security domain may implement different levels of security 

functionalities (authentication or not, access control or not). 
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 The identity management unit of the subject‟s domain and the target 

security domain may be implemented using different platforms. We need a 

platform-independent way of communicating identity information. 

 Different domains may express security constraints or apply authentication 

in different ways. We need a unifying structure. 

Solution: Define an identity management unit in the subject‟s domain which issues 

assertions about subjects in that domain. A SAML assertion is a collection of security-

related statements about the subject. It is defined in a common XML format, so that the 

semantics of the assertions can be easily extended. The target security domain uses the 

security-related information contained in the assertion in order to make its access control 

decisions. A trust relationship must have previously been developed between the identity 

management unit of the subject‟s domain and the target security domain. 

Structure 

Figure 6.18 shows a class diagram for the solution. SAMLAssertions are issued 

by the identity management entity of the source domain, the SAMLAuthority. The 

TargetSecurityDomains use the security information in the SAMLAssertions to 

compute an access decision. 

The SAMLAssertion consists of Statements about the subject. A Statement is 

a basic piece of security-related information about the subject, such as an attribute, the fact 

that he has been authenticated or a capability. It also comprises the identity of the 
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SAMLAuthority that issued it, and a possible set of conditions, advice and an XML 

digital signature for integrity and authenticity purposes. 
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-ID
-Issuer

-Conditions
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Figure 6. 16. Class diagram for the SAML Assertion pattern 

Dynamics 

We describe the dynamic aspects of the SAML Assertion pattern using the 

sequence diagram of Figure 6.19 for the use case Subject accesses a resource in the 

TargetSecurityDomain. 
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<<actor>>

:Subject
:SAMLAuthority

:SAMLAssertion

:TargetSecurityDomain

requestSAMLAssertion(credential)

<<create>>
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requestAccesstoResource(SAMLAssertion)

accessGranted
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computeAccess

Decision

insertStatement

:Resource

access

 

Figure 6. 17. Sequence Diagram for Use Case Access a Resource in the Target Security 

Domain 

Use case: Subject accesses a resource in the TargetSecurityDomain 

Summary: A Subject requests a SAMLAssertion from a SAMLAuthority and 

forwards it to the TargetSecurityDomain. The TargetSecurityDomain uses the 

security information contained in the SAMLAssertion to compute an access decision. 

Actors: Subject, SAMLAuthority, TargetSecurityDomain. 

Precondition: The Subject has been previously registered at the 

SAMLAuthority. A trust relationship exists between the SAMLAuthority and the 

TargetSecurityDomain. 

Description:  
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A Subject sends a request for a SAMLAssertion to the SAMLAuthority. 

The SAMLAuthority creates a SAMLAssertion based on the Subject’s 

credentials, inserts in it statements about the Subject, and sends it to the Subject. 

The Subject requests access to a resource and includes the SAMLAssertion 

The TargetSecurityDomain compute an access decision based on the security 

information contained in the Assertion. 

If access is granted, the TargetSecurityDomain sends back a response 

corresponding to the request and the Subject accesses the Resource. 

Postcondition: The access to the TargetSecurityDomain has been controlled 

based on the security information contained in the SAMLAssertion. 

Consequences: This pattern presents the following advantages: 

 Identity information can be exchanged between domains implemented on 

different platforms. 

 The target application or domain can implement various levels of security 

controls. 

 The security constraints or authentication methods are expressed using a 

common language. 

The pattern also has some (possible) liabilities: 
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 A prior trust relationship must exist between the SAMLAuthority and the 

TargetSecurityDomain. This relationship will allow the 

TargetSecurityDomain to verify the origin and integrity of the assertion 

 Possible identity misuse by the SAML authority. 

Known Uses: The Liberty Alliance Identity Framework [Lib] uses SAML as a 

foundation for protecting the security of identity information. 

Several vendors use SAML in their access management products, e.g. IONA Orbix 

E2A XMLBus [ION], Netegrity Siteminder [Net], IBM Tivoli Federated Identity Manager 

[IBM], Sun Java System Access Manager [SUN]. 

Variants: This pattern has three variants depending on the type of statement in the 

assertion: 

 The Attribute-based SAML Assertion: Because the subject and the resource 

accessed may be from different domains, only a fraction of the identity of 

the user may be useful to the target domain. This variant provides a 

common format for communicating attribute-based identity information 

such as a role or membership, between different security domains. The 

SAML Assertion states that a subject is associated with a set of pairs of 

attribute names/attribute values. In that case, the target domain has its own 

access control functionalities. It should base its authorization decision on 

the value of these attributes. This variant has an additional advantage: The 
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use of attributes provides a way to represent a broad range of identity-

related information types. 

 The Authentication SAML Assertion provides a common format for 

communicating authentication information between different security 

domains. In that case, the target domain has its own access control 

functionalities. The SAML Assertion states that a Subject was authenticated 

by a particular means at a particular time. 

 The Authorization SAML Assertion provides a common format for 

communicating authorization information between different security 

domains. The target application or target domain may not have its own 

access control functionalities. The SAML Assertion states that a request to 

allow the subject to access the specified resource has been granted or 

denied. The target domain just needs to apply the decision contained in the 

assertion. This pattern presents an additional advantage: The target 

application does not need to implement access control functionalities. But it 

has an additional liability: The security of the scheme relies on the trust 

granted to the identity manager of the source domain. 

Related Patterns:  

 Security Assertion Coordinator Pattern [Fer04] allows a seamless exchange 

of security data in distributed environment while maintaining role based 

access controls to resources in organizations using SAML Assertions. 
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 Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC) [Pri04] grants accesses to 

resources based on the attributes possessed by the subject. The Attribute-

based SAML Assertion variant allows transmitting attribute information 

about a subject. 

Liberty Alliance PAOS Identity Service 

An adapted version of the traditional HTTP binding for SOAP, suitable for mobile 

devices. 

Context: Mobile devices with limited memory and computational power, equipped 

with  HTTP clients (browsers) accessing web services that can be personalized. Rich 

information about the user, such as its location and its profiles may be available from the 

mobile device. 

Example: Consider a user who wants to access a personalizable web service such as 

a restaurant  directory from its mobile device. The personalizable web service could use the 

location information about the user to propose a list of nearby restaurants, but it does not 

know how to locate the user, and the user does not know precisely where he is and how to 

specify it to the web service. 

Problem: Mobile devices usually do not have a practical interface which is 

convenient for manually entering information such as text, figures, etc. Accessing a web 

service from such a client should be not more as cumbersome than accessing the service 

from a traditional web service client. Besides, the mobile device can hold information 

about the user such as its location. How to communicate personal information from the 
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mobile device in a user-friendly fashion? The solution to this problem is affected by the 

following force:  

 Mobile devices can be from different types (PDAs, laptops, smart phones, 

etc), and may run different platforms.   

 They are usually limited in processing power. 

Solution: The mobile device exposes PAOS-based services which can be accessed 

by the personalizable web services. The mobile device advertises for its PAOS-based 

services when accessing a personalizable service. 

Structure 

This is described in Figure 6.20. 

MobileDevice

PAOSService PersonalizableService

* *

requestIdentityInfo

*

*

requestService

1

User

1 1

correspondsTo

*

 

Figure 6. 18. Class diagram for Liberty Alliance PAOS 

Dynamics 
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We describe the dynamic aspects of the Liberty Alliance PAOS pattern showing a 

sequence diagram for the use case User accesses a Personalizable Service. 

Use case: User accesses Personalizable Service  

Summary: A User accesses a Personalizable Service and its PAOS Service is 

advertised in the request. Upon detection of such an advertisement, the Personalizable 

Service sends back a request for some elements to the PAOS Service. Then the 

Personalizable Service can personalize the response to the service. 

Actors: User, PAOS Service, Personalizable Service 

Preconditions: The PAOS Service is running on the Mobile Device.  

Description:  

1. A User requests a service to a Personalizable Service. 

2. The request is transparently augmented with an advertisement for the PAOS 

Service. 

3. Upon detection of such an advertisement, the Personalizable Service sends back 

a request for elements to the PAOS Service. 

4. The Personalizable Service personalizes the response using the elements and 

sends it back to the user. 
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Postcondition:  The response to the user‟s request has been personalized using 

elements from its PAOS Service. 

Example Resolved: The user‟s mobile device can host a PAOS service that exposes 

the user‟s location. When accessing the personalizable restaurant directory service, the 

mobile device advertises for the existence of such a PAOS service. The restaurant directory 

service can therefore request the user‟s location and use this information for preparing the 

list of nearby restaurants that it will send back. 

:PAOSService :PersonalizableService

requestServiceAndAdvertiseIdentityService

requestPAOSService

element

personalizedResponse

<<actor>>

:User

requestService

personalizedResponse

 

Figure 6. 19. Sequence diagram for Liberty Alliance PAOS Service 

Consequences: This pattern presents the following advantages: 

 It is possible to personalize services for each type of mobile device. 
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 Services have the ability to locate the user. 

 The operation is transparent for the user. 

Its possible liabilities include: 

 The solution requires multiple messages between the mobile device and the 

service. This can increase the response time for the service. 

 Possible privacy violations, since identity information is exposed to 

personalizable services. 

6.3.2. Access control patterns 

XACML Policy Language  

XACML enables an organization to represent authorization rules in a standard 

manner. 

Example: Consider a financial company that provides financial services to its 

customers. Their computer systems can be accessed by customers who send orders to the 

company for buying or selling commodities (stocks, bonds, real estate, art, etc.) by email or 

through their website. Brokers employed by the company can carry out the orders of the 

customers by sending requests to the systems of various financial markets or consult 

information from financial news websites. Also, a government auditor visits periodically to 

check for application of laws and regulations. All those activities are regulated by policies 
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with various granularities within the company. For example, the billing department can 

have the rule «only registered customers whose account status is ok may send orders», the 

technical department can decide that «emails with attachments bigger than x Mb won‟t be 

delivered»,  the company security policy can state that «only employees with “broker” role 

can access the financial markets web services» and that «only the broker custodian of a 

customer can access its transaction information», whereas the legal department issues the 

rule «auditors can access every transaction information», etc. All these policies are 

enforced by different components of the computer system of the company (email server, 

file system, web service access control component, financial application). This approach 

has several problems: The policies are described in possibly different syntaxes and it is 

difficult to have a global view of what policies apply to a specific case. Moreover, two 

policies can be conflicting and there is no way to combine them in a clear way. In 

summary, this approach could be error-prone and complex to manage. 

Context: A complex environment such as a large enterprise with many partners, 

contractors and relations with other enterprises. These various actors are accessing the 

organization‟s resources, comprising web services, sensitive documents or system 

components. 

Problem: An organization‟s resources are usually from various types (XML 

documents, web services, web component, CORBA services…). Accesses to these 

resources are controlled by distributed enforcement mechanisms, according to the security 

policies of the institution. Since the resources are of different types, the enforcement 

mechanisms come in various forms: they can be part of a web server, an application 
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firewall, etc. Therefore, policies have to be implemented in many locations, using different 

syntaxes. It is important to define precisely the policies about accessing these resources. 

Moreover, security policies in an organization are typically issued by different actors from 

its departments (human resources, legal, marketing departments…), and the policies they 

write may concern a wide and overlapping set of resources.  Defining these policies in a 

way that the right policies can be applied to each access may be complex, and thus error 

prone. How do we unify the definition of access policies throughout the organization, 

making the whole system simpler and less error-prone? The solution to this problem is 

affected by the following forces:  

 The policies are issued by a variety of actors and may be stored in many 

locations. This means they may be expressed in different forms. 

 The policies are constantly changing and they need to be constantly 

updated. 

 An active entity accessing a resource can be represented in a variety of 

ways, including certificates. 

 Some policies can require a set of actions (or obligations) to be performed 

in conjunction with policy enforcement (auditing, notification…). 

 The environment in which the access is requested can also affect an access 

decision. For instance, an access may only be permitted at some hours of the 

day. 
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Solution: Write all policies in a common language using a standard format. This 

format is generic enough to implement some common high level policies or models 

(open/closed systems, extended access matrix, RBAC, multilevel). In addition, define a 

way to compose policies so that when several policies apply to one access, it is possible to 

render one unique decision: the policies have a combining algorithm. 

Structure 

Figure 6.22 describes the structure of this pattern. A 

PolicyAdministrationPoint is a rule repository that centralizes the definition of 

policies throughout the organization. The Subject intending the access, the Resource at 

which the access is targeted, and the Environment of the access are described through 

their attributes. The Environment represents the characteristics of an access that are 

independent of the Subject or Resource. It could include the current date, time or other 

environmental properties. A Rule is a basic unit of policy and it has the usual meaning. In 

the access matrix model, it defines a set of Subjects, Resources (i.e. protection 

objects), and Actions (i.e. access types). However, in this pattern, a Rule associates not 

only one, but a set of Subjects, with a set of Resources, and a set of Actions. It also 

includes a set of Environments to which the rule is intended to apply, a condition and an 

effect (“Permit” or “Deny”, i.e. positive and negative rules). The condition refines the rule 

by imposing constraints on the subjects, the resources, or the environment. The Target of 

the rule is made of the sets of Subjects, Resources, Actions and Environments to 

which the rule is intended to apply. A Target is used for identifying the applicable rules in 

a given context. Policies are composed of Rules. When evaluating a Policy, Rules 
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are combined according to the Policy’s ruleCombiningAlgorithm (Deny-overrides, 

Permit-overrides, First-applicable, Only-one-applicable, or a user-defined algorithm). 

Policies are structured according to a Composite Pattern [Gam95], where a PolicySet 

is the composite element. ). Similarly, when evaluating a PolicySet, Policies are 

combined according to the PolicySet’s policyCombiningAlgorithm. (We could 

use here a Strategy pattern [Gam95] to have more than one algorithm.). This indicates that 

policies have a tree structure. Each PolicyComponent may include an obligation that 

defines an operation that should be performed after enforcing the access decision. For 

example, an obligation could be an audit operation or a notification to an external client. In 

addition to its rules‟ Targets, each PolicyComponent may be associated with a 

Target. A Target at this level is either specified by the Policy writer, or calculated as 

the union or the intersection of the Targets of the Rules comprising this Policy. 
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Figure 6. 20. Class diagram for the XACML policy language 

Dynamics 

We describe the dynamic aspects of the XACML policy language using a sequence 

diagram for the use case “Create a new policy”. 

Create a new policy (Figure 6.23): 

Summary: A Policy writer intends to create a new PolicyComponent. 

Actors: Policy writer. 

Precondition: The Policy writer must have authorization to create Policies 
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Description: 

 The Policy writer creates as many rules as necessary, specifying the target, 

the effect and possibly a condition for each rule. 

 The rules are added to the set of existing rules. 

 The Policy writer creates a Policy by specifying the rules and optionally 

some obligations and targets, and the ruleCombiningAlgorithm. 

 The PolicyAdministrationPoint acknowledges the creation of the new 

Policy. 

 Postcondition: The new Policy is added to the Policy set of the 

PolicyAdministrationPoint. 
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Figure 6. 21. Sequence Diagram for defining a new Policy 

Implementation: The enterprise must have decided to use XACML to provide 

security for its documents and services. This decision is based on the fact that XACML is a 

standard and several products support its use. Once this decision is made, we need: 

1. Define semantics for the subject, the resource and the environment‟s attributes 

for each intended authorization. These attributes can be from existing standards (LDAP 

attributes, SAML, …), and are extensible. 

2. Translate existing rules into the XACML format. 
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3. Define new rules and implement them as XACML rules and policies.  

4. Add/Remove policies when needed. 

For example, we can have rules describing authorization for individual users, roles 

or any relevant active entity. 

Consequences: The XACML Policy Language pattern presents the following 

advantages: 

 The organization‟s policies to control access are easily defined using he 

constructs of the language. This makes the whole system less complex, and 

thus more secure.  

 A variety of policy types can be described, as the policy language includes 

the resource, the subject and the environment‟ attributes.  

 Similarly, a variety of subject types can be described. 

 Policies and rules can be easily combined. 

 A policy writer can specify complex conditions. 

 This pattern enables logging or other actions through the obligation concept. 

The pattern also has some (possible) liabilities: 
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 The structure of a policy is complex. It is verbose for even simple rules and 

may require a longer processing time to evaluate a request. 

Known Uses: This pattern is used in several commercial products, such as 

Xtradyne's WS-DBC (an XML Firewall) [Xtr05], DataPower's XS40 XML Security 

Gateway [Dat05]. Parthenon Computing has produced a suite of Policy products based on 

XACML (Policy Tester, Policy Engine, Policy Server) [Par05]. In addition, Sun provides 

an open source implementation written in Java [Sun04]. 

Example Resolved: The use of XACML authorization rules makes it possible for 

the company to centralize a wide range of policies and rules. Those can be easily managed, 

and the conflicts can be resolved by using rights combining algorithms when evaluating an 

access request. 

Related Patterns: The policies are structured according the Composite Pattern 

[Gam95]. Rules correspond to a specialization of the Authorization pattern [Fer01]. 

XACML Access Control Evaluation 

This pattern decides if a request is authorized to access a resource according to 

policies defined by the XACML Authorization pattern. 

Example: We consider the same financial company. Its policies and rules are 

enforced by different components of the computer system of the company (some by the 

email server, file system, web service access control component, financial application). It 

requires much time and money to administer access control on those different systems. 
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Context: A complex environment such as a large enterprise with many partners, 

contractors and relations with other enterprises. These various actors are accessing the 

organization‟s resources, comprising web services, sensitive documents or system 

components. These accesses are controlled at several enforcement points, according to 

security policies. 

Problem: An organization‟s resources are usually of various types. Accesses to 

these resources are controlled by distributed enforcement mechanisms, according to its 

security policies. Since the resources are from different types, the enforcement mechanisms 

come in various forms: they can be a part of a web server, an application firewall, etc. 

Therefore, the organization has to set up and maintain numerous authorization systems for 

its networks. How do we enforce the rules defined in the institution policies? The solution 

to this problem is affected by the following forces: 

 Enforcement points could be implemented in a variety of systems (part of a 

Web Server, in a WAN, …).  

 Any type of security policy should be enforced. 

 Enforcement may require reading system or environment variables. 

Solution: Protect resources by PolicyEnforcementPoints. All access requests 

to this PolicyEnforcementPoint are evaluated by submitting them to a unique 

PolicyDecisionPoint in a common format. This PolicyDecisionPoint returns the 
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access decision, based on the ApplicablePolicy corresponding to the access context. 

The PolicyInformationPoint provides attributes from the subject. 

Structure 

Figure 6.24 illustrates the XACML access control evaluation pattern. A Subject 

can access a Resource in the current Environment only if an XACMLAccessResponse 

authorizes it to do so. The Subject, Resource and Environment are described through 

their attributes. Its specificity is that an access is realized through three entities, the 

Subject, the Resource and the Environment, instead of just the Subject and the 

Resource.  This enables to fully describe the characteristics of an access to be evaluated.  

The PolicyEnforcementPoint requests an access decision to the 

PolicyDecisionPoint through a ContextHandler, which is an adapter between any 

specific enforcement mechanism and the XACML PolicyDecisionPoint. The 

PolicyDecisionPoint is responsible for deciding whether or not an access should be 

permitted, by locating the ApplicablePolicySet, that is the set of policies that is 

applicable to the particular access attempt applying it to the XACMLAccessRequest, and 

issuing a corresponding XACMLAccessResponse. 

The ContextHandler can also get additional attributes from a 

PolicyInformationPoint, which is responsible for obtaining attributes from the 

Subject. 
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Figure 6. 22. Class diagram for the XACML access control evaluation 

Dynamics 

We describe the dynamic aspects of the XACML access control model using a 

sequence diagram for the use case “Control an access request to a resource”. 

Control an access request for a resource (Figure 6.25): 

Summary: A Subject requests access to a resource. The access request is made 

through its PolicyEnforcementPoint, which in turn accesses the 

PolicyDecisionPoint through its ContextHanlder, in order to determine whether to 

accept or deny the request. 
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Actors: A Subject 

Precondition: An existing PolicyAdministrationPoint must be accessible by 

the PolicyDecisionPoint. It contains policies defined by the organization. 

Description:  

a.  A Subject sends a request for access to a Resource to its 

PolicyEnforcementPoint. 

b. The PolicyEnforcementPoint sends the request to the ContextHandler 

in its native format. 

c. The ContextHandler sends a corresponding XACML request to the 

PolicyDecisionPoint. 

d. The PolicyDecisionPoint retrieves the ApplicablePolicy for this 

XACMLRequest from the PolicyAdministrationPoint. 

e. The PolicyDecisionPoint may request additional attributes from the 

ContextHandler. 

f. The ContextHandler obtains the attributes from a 

PolicyInformationPoint and returns them to the PolicyDecisionPoint. 

g. The PolicyDecisionPoint evaluates the ApplicablePolicy 

corresponding to the XACMLRequest and returns an XACMLResponse to the 
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ContextHandler or sends a request to the PolicyInforcementPoint if the attributes 

are not enough to.make a decision. 

h. The ContextHandler translates the response to the native response format of 

the PolicyEnforcementPoint. 

i. The PolicyEnforcementPoint fulfills the Obligations contained in the 

response. 

j. If the access is permitted, the PolicyEnforcementPoint allows the requester 

to access the resource.  

Alternate Flows:  

If the XACMLAccessResponse’s decision is „Deny’, the 

PolicyEnforcementPoint denies access to the resource. 

If the XACMLAccessResponse’s decision is „Indeterminate’ or 

„NotApplicable’, the decision has to be made by the PolicyEnforcementPoint. 

Postcondition: Access control to a resource has been realized, based on the 

Subject’s attributes, the Resource’s attributes, the Environment’s attributes, and an 

applicable policy. 
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Figure 6. 23. Sequence Diagram for controlling an access request  
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The following presents pseudo-code for the functions 

retrieveApplicablePolicy() and evaluateApplicablePolicy(). 

 

Figure 6. 24. Pseudocode for retrieveApplicablePolicy 

retrieveApplicablePolicy(XACMLAccessRequest){ 

FOR EACH PolicyComponent Є PolicyAdministrationPoint 

 evaluateTarget(XACMLAccessRequest, PolicyComponent) 

 IF targetMatches 

 THEN add PolicyComponent to ApplicablePolicy 

} 

 

 

evaluateTarget(XACMLAccessRequest, PolicyComponent){ 

 IF SubjectsMatch() AND 

     ResourcesMatch() AND 

     ActionsMatch() AND 

     EnvironmentMatch() 

 THEN 

      targetMatches 

} 

 

SubjectsMatch(XACMLAccessRequest, PolicyComponent){//at least one  

   //subject matches 

 FOR EACH SubjectDescriptor Є 

PolicyComponent.Target.SubjectDescriptors 

  IF SubjectMatches() RETURN true 

 RETURN false 

} 

 

SubjectMatches(XACMLAccessRequest, PolicyComponent){//all 

qualifiers  

    //match 

 FOR EACH SubjectAttributeQualifier Є SubjectDescriptor 

  IF ! SubjectAttributeQualifier.operator( 

SubjectAttributeQualifier .value, 

XACMLAccessRequest.SubjectAttributeValue) 

   RETURN false 

 RETURN true 

} 
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Figure 6. 25. Pseudocode for evaluateApplicablePolicy 

Consequences: The XACML access control pattern presents the following 

advantages: 

 Since the access decisions are requested in a standard format, an access 

decision becomes independent from its enforcement. A broad variety of 

enforcement mechanisms could be supported and can evolve separately 

from the PolicyDecisionPoint. 

 This pattern can support the access matrix, RBAC or multilevel models for 

access control. 

evaluateApplicablePolicy(ApplicablePolicy, 

XACMLAccessRequest){ 

 FOR EACH PolicyComponent p Є ApplicablePolicy 

  DepthFirstSearch(p) 

RETURN PolicyDecisionPoint.policyCombiningAlgorithm() 

} 

 

 

depthFirstSearch(PolicyComponent p){ 

 FOR EACH PolicyComponent or Rule x Є p 

  IF x is a Rule 

   evaluateRule(x) 

  ELSE 

   depthFirstSearch(x) 

   p.result = p.combiningAlgorithm() 

} 

 

 

evaluateRule(Rule x){ 

 IF evaluate(Rule.condition) 

  RETURN x.result = x.effect 

 ELSE RETURN x.result = NotDeterminate  

} 

} 
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The pattern also has some (possible) liabilities: 

 It is intrusive for existing applications that already have security, since they 

require the implementation of a ContextHandler. 

 It could affect the performance of the protected system since XML is a 

verbose language. 

Known Uses: This pattern is used in the commercial products mentioned in the 

previous pattern. 

Example Resolved: The use of XACML Access Control allows the company to 

centralize the decisions of accesses to resources in the company. Consequently, 

applications do not need to care about access control decisions anymore. Every access 

request or response is in the XACML format. 

Related Patterns: The Reference Monitor [Fer01] defines the security model for 

this pattern. It includes the Metadata-based Access control Model [Pri04]. The Application 

Firewall pattern [Del04] could be implemented according to the XACML patterns. This 

pattern uses the MBAC model [Pri04] as a component. 

Application Firewall 

Filter calls and responses to/from enterprise applications, based on an institution 

access control policies. 

A.k.a.: Content Firewall  
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Example: Consider a medical record application in a Hospital. One of the services it 

provides is to allow patients to lookup their personal medical records from home. To ensure 

that only patients can access this service, the patient must first be authenticated and then 

she must be identified as a patient. Finally, the application must ensure that only the 

medical records belonging to the patient are returned (i.e., match the name in the medical 

record with that of the user). One way to provide this security is to let application maintain 

list of all valid patients with their authentication credentials, and implement the code for 

blocking unauthorized access from within the application level code of the application. 

This approach has several problems. In the future, if the hospital decides to allow patients 

to be able to schedule appointments, it will have to repeat the implementation of the access 

control code for the scheduling application as well. Furthermore, if there are changes in 

hospital business policies, e.g. they want to allow external primary care physicians access 

the medical records of their own patients, these applications will have to be rewritten.  In 

this changing scenario, a new access control list for authorized primary care physicians will 

have to be added to medical record application, and a list of patients will have to be 

associated with each physician to indicate the patients belonging to a doctor. Such 

application modifications are time consuming, difficult to manage, expensive and error 

prone.   

Context: Enterprise applications executing in distributed systems accessed from a 

local network, the Internet, or other external networks. These distributed systems typically 

include packet filter and/or proxy-based firewalls. 
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Problem: Enterprise applications in an organization‟s internal network are accessed 

by a broad spectrum of users that may attempt to abuse its resources (leakage, modification 

or destruction of data). These applications can be numerous, thus implementing access 

control independently in ad hoc ways and may make the system more complex and thus 

less secure. Moreover, traditional network firewalls (application layer firewalls or packet 

filters), do not make it possible to define high level rules (role-based or individual-based 

rules) that could make the implementation of business security policies easier and simpler. 

Forces:  

 There may be many users (subjects) that need to access an application in 

different ways; the firewall must adapt to this variety. 

 There are many ways to filter application inputs, we need to separate the 

filtering code from the application code. 

 There may be numerous applications that may require different levels of 

security. We need to define appropriate policies for each application. 

 The business policies are constantly changing and they need to be 

constantly updated; hence it should be easy to change the firewall filtering 

configuration. 

 The number of users and applications may increase significantly; adding 

more users or applications should be done transparently and at proper cost. 
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 Network firewalls cannot understand the semantics of applications and are 

unable to filter out potentially harmful messages. 

Solution: Interpose a firewall that can analyze incoming requests for application 

services and check them for authorization. A client can access a service of an application 

only if a specific policy authorizes it to do so. Policies for each application are 

centralized within the Application Firewall, and they are accessed through a 

PolicyAuthorizationPoint. Each application is accessed by a client through a 

PolicyEnforcementPoint that enforces access control by looking for a matching 

policy in the PolicyBase. This enforcement may include authenticating the client through 

its identity data stored in the IdentityBase. 

Structure 

Figure 6.28 shows the class diagram for the Application Firewall. Classes 

Client and Service have the usual meaning. A Client accesses a service provided by an 

application. The access requests are controlled by authorization rules (denoted here as 

policies to follow the usual industrial notation), and represented by class Policy. 

Policies are collected in a  policy base (PolicyBase). The firewall consists of one 

PolicyAuthorizationPoint which centralizes the definition of the policies and 

identities throughout the institution, and several PolicyEnforcementPoints, which are 

intended to actually check the accesses to the applications. The enterprise applications are 

represented by the class Application that is made up of Services. A service is 

identified by a serviceId, which is usually and URI or an URL. 
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Figure 6. 26. Class diagram for the Application Firewall (case when the policies are 

described through roles) 

Dynamics 

We describe the dynamic aspects of the Application Firewall using sequence 

diagrams for two use cases: filtering a Client‟s request with user authentication and adding 

a new policy.  

Filtering a Client‟s Request with user authentication: 
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Summary: A Client requests access to a service of an application to either input 

or retrieve information. The access request is made through the 

PolicyEnforcementPoint, which accesses the PolicyAuthorizationPoint to 

determines whether to accept or deny the request. Figure 6.29 corresponds to this basic use 

case. 

Actors: A Client 

Precondition: Existing IdentityBase and PolicyBase classes must be in place 

in the firewall. The IdentityBase contains the data necessary to authenticate a Client. 

The PolicyBase contains specific policies defined by the organization. 

Description:  

a. A Client requests access to an application. 

b. An Application Firewall, through its PolicyEnforcementPoint, 

intercepts the request and accesses the PolicyAuthorizationPoint. 

c. The PolicyAuthorizationPoint authenticates the Client through its 

IdentityBase. This step may be avoided for each request through the use of a Session 

class. 

d. Once the Client is authenticated and identified, the 

PolicyAuthorizationPoint filters the request according to the PolicyBase. The 

request is accepted or denied according to the defined policies. 
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e. If the request is accepted, the firewall allows access to the service of the 

application and the access is logged into the Application Firewall. 

Alternate Flows:  

If the Client is not recognized or if no policy allows the specific Client to 

access the specified service, the firewall rejects the access request  to the service.  

If the user has already been authenticated, the Client may not be authenticated 

again (Single Sign-On use). 

Postcondition: The firewall has provided the access of a Client to a service, based 

on verifying the identity of the Client, and the existence of a matching policy. 
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Figure 6. 27. Sequence Diagram for filtering a Client‟s request with Authentication (case 

when the policies are described through roles) 
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Adding a new policy: 

Summary: The security administrator intends to add a new policy to the set of 

policies. Before adding it, the firewall checks whether the new policy to be added does not 

already exist in the rule set. Figure 6.30 illustrates this use case. 

Actors: Administrator. 

Precondition: The administrator must have authorization to add rules. 

Description: 

a. The administrator initiates the addition of a new rule. 

b. If the rule does not already exist in the rule set then it is added. 

c. The firewall acknowledges the addition of the new rule. 

Alternate Flow: The rule is not added because it already exists in the rule set.  

Postcondition: A new rule is added to the rule set of the firewall. 
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Figure 6. 28. Sequence Diagram for defining a new Policy 

Consequences: This pattern presents the following advantages: 

 The institution policies to control access are easily defined and 

administered, as the policies have centralized administration. This makes 

the whole system less complex, and thus more secure. 

 This firewall could be combined with an Intrusion Detection System to 

facilitate the prevention of some attacks. 

 The firewall lends itself to a systematic logging of incoming and outgoing 

messages. 

 As authentication of Clients is performed, users can be held responsible for 

their actions. 
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 New applications are easily integrated into the system by adding their 

specific  policies. 

 New clients can be accommodated by adding new policies to the policy 

base of an application. 

 Because of their separation, the application and the filtering policies can 

evolve independently 

The pattern also has some (possible) liabilities: 

 The application could affect the performance of the protected system as it is 

a bottleneck in the network. This can be improved by considering the 

firewall a virtual concept and using several machines for implementation. 

 The solution is intrusive for existing applications that already implement 

their own access control.  

 The application itself must be built in a secure way or normal access to 

commands could allow attacks through the requests. 

 We still need the operating system and the network infrastructure to be 

secure. 

Implementation: To implement the Application Firewall, the following tasks need 

to be done: 
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1. Define users and their roles. 

2. Define role rights and implement them as policies (Use Case 2). 

3. Add/Remove policies when needed. 

Moreover, two architectural configurations are possible and shown below. 

Reverse proxy 

With the reverse proxy implementation, the input flow is intercepted on a single 

point. There is only one PolicyEnforcementPoint, and all the flow should go through 

it [Som03]. 

 

Figure 6. 29. Reverse Proxy configuration 

Multiple agents 

With this implementation, several PolicyEnforcementPoints are distributed on the 

network, close to the different applications that have to be controlled. These enforcement 
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points intercept every request to the application. It is also possible to control access for 

requests coming from internal networks. 

 

Figure 6. 30. Multiple agents configuration 

Known Uses: This pattern is used in several commercial products, such as Cerebit 

InnerGuard [Cer03], or Netegrity SiteMinder [Net03]. This model is also used as an 

underlying architecture for XML Application Firewalls (see next section). There are also 

some products called Application security gateways that incorporate these functions plus 

others. 

Example Resolved: Application firewalls allow separation of the access control 

code from the application code. This allows reuse of the basic access control code in 

different applications. For example, in the example discussed earlier, the bulk of the access 

control code will be common to both medical  and scheduling applications. When 

application firewalls are used, all accesses to applications (medical or scheduling) have to 

pass through these firewalls. The application firewall ensures that the users are properly 
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authenticated, and have privileges to the service that they are accessing based on  

configurable policies. 

Related Patterns: The Authorization pattern [Fer01] defines the security model for 

the Application Firewall. The Role-Based Access Control pattern, a specialization of the 

authorization pattern, is applicable if the business policies are respectively defined in terms 

of roles and rights [Fer01]. The Application Firewall pattern is a special case of the Single-

Point of-Access [Yod97]. The Reverse Proxy Pattern [Som03] defines a possible 

architecture to use this pattern. The PolicyEnforcementPoint is a special case of a 

Reference Monitor [Fer02]. 

XML Firewall 

Filter XML messages to/from enterprise applications, based on business access 

control policies and the content of the message. 

Context: Enterprise applications executing in distributed systems accessed through 

a local network, from the Internet, or from external networks. These applications 

communicate through XML messages and could be  applications using web services. The 

messages can contain a remote procedure call or a document. 

Problem: Some enterprise applications use tunneling into authorized flows (HTTP, 

SMTP,…) to communicate with the outside. They use higher level protocols such as SOAP 

and communicate through XML documents or XML-wrapped remote procedure calls. The 

XML content of these messages can contain harmful data and can be used to perform 
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attacks against applications. Network firewalls provide infrastructure security but become 

useless when these high level protocols and formats are used. 

Forces:  

 Document or remote procedure calls formats are subject to change, some 

new ones may appear (XML dialects); the firewall must adapt easily to 

these changes. 

 New types of harmful data may be used by attackers, the firewall must 

adapt easily to these new types of attacks. 

 There are many ways to filter, we need to separate the filtering code from 

the application code. 

 There may be numerous applications that may require different levels of 

security. 

 New applications may be integrated into the system after the firewall has 

been put into operation. This integration should not require significant 

additional costs. 

 Network firewalls cannot understand the contents of XML messages or 

application semantics and do not stop potentially harmful messages. 

Solution: Use a firewall that intercepts  XML messages and can understand their 

contents. A client can access a service of an application only if a specific policy authorizes 
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it to do so and if the content of the message is considered to be safe for the application. 

Policies for each application are centralized in the XML Firewall and they are accessed 

through a PolicyAuthorizationPoint. Each application is accessed by a client 

through a PolicyEnforcementPoint that enforces access control for the applications. 

The authorization decision may include authenticating the client through its identity data 

stored in the IdentityBase. It also includes looking for a matching policy for the request 

in the PolicyBase and checking the content of the message. First, its structure is 

validated through a list of valid XML schemas, and the data it conveys is checked through 

a HarmfulDataDetector. 

Structure 

Figure 6.33 shows the class diagram for this pattern.. They include an 

IdentityBase, a collection of the Client identities registered in the system. A 

PolicyBase stores authorization policies that define the rights of those users. A 

PolicyAuthorizationPoint collects both identity and authorization information. A 

PolicyEnforcementPoint performs access control checks. The new classes include the 

ContentInspector, which checks the content of the XML messages sent from/to the 

applications. The ContentInspector consists of a HarmfulDataDetector, a 

XMLSchemaValidator, a XMLSigner/Verifier, and a XMLEncryptor/Decryptor. The 

HarmfulDataDetector perform checks for harmful data embedded in the content of the 

message. The XMLSchemaValidator checks the validity of the XML documents sent to 

the application. The XMLSigner/Verifier and XMLEncryptor/Decryptor 

respectively sign/verify, and encrypt/decrypt XML messages that access the Firewall, in 
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accordance with the XML Digital Signature and XML Encryption standards proposed by 

W3C [W3C]. These mechanisms are used to guarantee confidentiality, data authenticity 

and integrity of the XML documents, as well as non-repudiation. 

 

Figure 6. 31. Class diagram for the XML Firewall 

Dynamics 

Figure 6.34 shows the dynamic aspects of the XML Firewall using a sequence 

diagram. It corresponds to a use case where the XML message is encrypted and signed, and 
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whose user needs to be authenticated. A more basic use case would be obtained by 

removing some of these calls. 

Filtering an encrypted and signed Client‟s Request, with user authentication: 

Summary: A Client requests access to a service of an application to either transfer 

or retrieve information, through an XML message. First, the content of the message is 

checked so that only harmless messages are given access to the applications. Then, the 

access request goes through the PolicyEnforcementPoint, which accesses the 

PolicyAuthorizationPoint to determine whether to accept or deny the request. 

Actors: External Client 

Precondition: Existing IdentityBase and PolicyBase must be in place in the 

firewall. The IdentityDatabase contains the data necessary to authenticate a Client. 

The PolicyDatabase contains specific policies defined by the organization. An existing 

XML Schema database contains the XML Schemas trusted by the organization. 

Description:  

a. A Client requests access to an application. 

b. An XML Firewall, through its ContentInspector, checks the validity of the 

XML message and decrypts it. 

c. The PolicyEnforcementPoint intercepts the request and relay it to the 

PolicyAuthorizationPoint 
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d. The PolicyAuthorizationPoint authenticates the Client through its 

IdentityBase. This step may be avoided for each request through the use of a Session 

class. 

e. Once the Client has been authenticated and identified, the 

PolicyAuthorizationPoint filters the request according to the PolicyBase. The 

request is accepted or denied according to the defined policies. 

f. The contents of the message is checked . If the message contains harmful data, it 

is rejected. 

g. The Signature of the XML Document is verified. 

h. The firewall allows access to the service of the application and the access is 

logged into the XML Firewall. 

Alternate Flow:  

If the XML message is invalid, or the XML message contains harmful data, or the 

Client is not authenticated or no policy allows the specific Client to access the specified 

service, the firewall rejects the access request. 

If the user has already been authenticated, the Client may not be authenticated again 

(Single Sign-On use). 

If the signature is not verified, the request may be relayed, depending on the 

existing policies. 
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Postcondition: The firewall has filtered the access of a Client to a service, based on 

the content of the message, the authentication of the Client, and the existence of a matching 

policy. 
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Figure 6. 32. Sequence Diagram for filtering a Client‟s request with Authentication and 

Signature 
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Consequences: The XML Firewall has the same advantages of the Application 

firewall and the following additional advantages: 

 Provides a higher level of security than the Application Firewall for inputs 

which are XML documents or requests. 

The XML Firewall has the following (possible) liabilities: 

 The application could affect the performance of the protected system as it is 

a bottleneck in the network, and as the XML content checking may create a 

large overhead. This can be alleviated by using multiple a multiple-agents 

configuration. 

 The solution is intrusive for existing applications that already implement 

their own access control or their own filtering. 

Implementation: The same architectural structures used for the Application Firewall 

(Reverse Proxy, Multiple Agents) can be used to deploy XML Firewalls. 

Known Uses: This model is used in several commercial products, such as 

Reactivity‟s XML Firewall [Rea03], Vordel‟s XML Security Server [Vor03], Westbridge‟s 

XML Message Server [Wes03], Netegrity‟s TransactionMinder [Net03],  and Forum 

Systems Xwall [For04].. 

Related Patterns: This model is a specialization of the Application Firewall 

presented earlier and has the same related patterns. 
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CHAPTER 7  

MODEL TRANSFORMATION  DEFINITIONS FOR THE 

PROCESS 

 

In this chapter we specify the transformation definitions. First we define the 

transformation from PIM to PSM (PIM2PSM), and then we describe the transformation 

from unsecure models to secure models (CIM2secCIM, PIM2secPIM and PSM2secPSM). 

7. 1. Transformation definition for PIM2PSM 

7.1.1.  Candidate models 

We specify this transformation using the QVT Relations language. The relations are 

described using the graphical syntax. 

In order to specify this transformation, we need two candidate models, that is, 

models that conform to a metamodel. Since we want to generate a model, the 

transformation will be enforced in only one direction. Thus we can consider a source model 

and a target model: 
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 The source metamodel is the PIM of a system, which conforms to the SOA 

metamodel (SOAMM presented in Chapter 4) 

 The target metamodel generated will be the PSM of the system, which will 

conform to the Web Service metamodel (WSMM presented in Chapter 5) 

7.1.2. Transformation specification 

The transformation is specified as the set of relations that follow. We use a simple 

strategy for this transformation.  

1) Each Orchestration from the PIM corresponds to a Process in the PSM. Since 

this rule is simple, it is not represented in QVT Relations (top relation). 

2) Each primitive Activity (Receive, Reply, Invoke, Assign) from the SOAPIM 

must be found into the WSPSM, along with the Control Flows that connect 

them together (top relation). 

3) Fork nodes and their corresponding Join nodes from the PIM correspond to 

<<Flow>> Activities in the PSM. In the same way, Choice nodes from the PIM 

are transformed into a <<Switch>> Activity in the PSM (top relation). 

4) For each interaction of the Orchestration which consists into invoking a service 

and receiving a response, we follow relation InvRec2All. We use tagged values 

to represent links between the source class diagram and activity diagram: A 
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PartnerLinkType, its two Roles, their corresponding PortTypes, and Ports are 

created for this interaction. Figure 7.1 illustrates this QVT Relation. 

 
Where Op2Messages(receiveOp, receiveOp) and 
           Op2Messages(invokeOp, invokeOp) 

Figure 7. 1. Relation InvRec2All for the PIM2PSM transformation 

5) For each interaction of the Orchestration which consists into being invoked and 

possibly replying a response, relation Rec2All is enforced. A PartnerLinkType 

with a single Role and its corresponding PortType, and Port are created for this 

interaction. Figure 7.2 illustrates this QVT Relation. 
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Where Op2Messages(receiveOp, receiveOp)  

Figure 7. 2. Relation Rec2All for the PIM2PSM transformation 

6) For each interaction of the Orchestration which invokes another service with no 

response expected, relation Inv2All is enforced. A PartnerLinkType with a 

single Role, its corresponding PortType, and Port are created for this 

interaction. Figure 7.3 illustrates this QVT Relation. 
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 Where Op2Messages(invokeOp, invokeOp) 

Figure 7. 3. Relation Inv2All for the PIM2PSM transformation 

7) Finally Messages are constructed for each operation, based on the specification 

of their parameters (relation Op2Messages). Figure 7.4 illustrates this QVT 

Relation. 
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Figure 7. 4. Relation Op2Messages for the PIM2PSM transformation 

7.1.3. Application to the Travel Agency Case Study: Transforming the design model 
into a refined design model 

A QVT Relation transformation is realized from objects from a metamodel to 

objects from another metamodel. Our source model, the design model of the travel agency 

is in the form of class and activity diagrams with stereotypes to indicate the instantiation of 

a metamodel. We will obtain similar class and activity diagrams with classes or activities 

which are meta-objects. In order to indicate the values of the attributes of the meta-objects, 

we make use of tagged values, which are indicated inside notes. Besides, for the sake of 

simplicity, we follow the convention that whenever a meta-object has a „name‟ attribute, its 

name is the corresponding value of that „name‟ attribute. 
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Figure 7.5 illustrates the generated refined design class diagram. A fragment only is 

represented. All partnerLinkTypes, PortTypes, corresponding Ports and Message 

definitions concerning the reservation of the hotel are represented. This model is close to 

the final artifact, which are the WSDL and BPEL definitions for the travel agency. 

In addition to this class diagram, the transformation should generate an 

orchestration and its activities, basic and structured (Sequence, etc.). We could have 

represented it using a activity diagram with stereotypes <<sequence>> <<switch>>, etc… 

but the diagram would have been much similar to the PIM diagram.  
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Figure 7. 5. Generated refined class diagram (WSPSM) for the Travel Agency 
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7.1.4. Discussion 

BPEL and WSDL are much more complex than the extract that we addressed in our 

transformation definition (Fault handling, compensation, links, operation binding, etc). It is 

possible to add more relations to our transformation. But a detailed transformation from 

SOAPIM to WSPSM is not the goal of this dissertation; we investigate how to build secure 

service-oriented applications. 

Additionally, this transformation should be complemented with a transformation 

from the organization‟s semantic data model to more concrete objects. For example we 

could have transformed elements VacationPackage from the Service Implementation view 

into a VacationPackage Entity Bean  for a J2EE platform and, but this is out of the scope of 

the problem resolved by this dissertation. 

A final remark concerns the feasibility of the transformation. Not any activity 

diagrams can be transformed into a BPEL process. In particular, activities from the activity 

diagram must be arranged into a hierarchy un order to correspond to a BPEL process. It is 

necessary to define constraints for the input models. 

7. 2. Transformation definitions for CIM2secCIM, PIM2secPIM and PSM2secPSM 

In this section, we define a weaving operation that can dynamically incorporate 

security patterns to a model, thus producing a secure model. In our process there are three 

transformations of this type: 
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- CIM2secCIM: policy patterns are incorporated to an analysis model, thus 

producing a secure analysis model (secCIM) 

- PIM2secPIM: abstract security patterns for SOA are incorporated into the 

design model, thus producing a secure design model (secPIM) 

- PSM2secPSM: concrete security patterns for web services are incorporated into 

the refined design model, , thus producing a secure refined design model 

(secPSM) 

Security patterns are abstract in essence since they are solutions to recurring 

problems. Thus we incorporate security patterns to metamodels. Moreover, we need to 

dynamically produce and enforce relations between the metamodel of the unsecure model 

(i.e. SOAMM or WSMM) and the metamodel of the secure model because patterns are 

selected dynamically, and because new patterns can be added at any time. Finally, the 

dynamically produced relations must be enforced using an imperative language such as 

QVT Operational language or any programming language.  

Relations are produced as follows: 

1) We look for elements of the security pattern that are similar to elements from 

the security interface of the metamodel for the unsecure model. Similarity is 

determined using simple heuristics. For example, we could use a dictionary of 

similar terms. 
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2) The source pattern of the relation consists of those elements from the security 

interface of the metamodel for the unsecure model. The target pattern is the 

security pattern. 

7.2.1. Application to the Travel Agency Case Study: Applying security pattern to the 
unsecured models 

In Chapter 6, we showed how we decided to apply the Identity Federation pattern 

during the design phase and the Liberty Alliance Identity Federation at the refined design 

stage. In the following we illustrate how the Identity Federation pattern is merged with the 

design model. 

The first step is to dynamically produce a relation: we compare the elements of the 

pattern (cf. Figure 6.9 on page 139) from elements from the security interface of the SOA 

metamodel. Suppose that we used a simple dictionary of similar terms, in which 

„ServiceProvider‟ = „Service‟, and „Principal‟ = „Subject‟. Then elements 

„ServiceProvider‟, „Subject‟, and „Attribute‟ have a similar element on the security 

interface of the SOA metamodel. The produced relation is illustrated by Figure 7.6. 
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Figure 7. 6. Generated relation for the Identity Federation pattern 

Finally, the enforcement of this relation produces the secured PIM represented on 

Figure 7.7. On this class diagram, classes and associations from both the pattern and the 

unsecured design model appear, but similar classes appear just once. Classes and 

operations from the pattern appear in red on the figure. This step could have been done by 

any QVT Relations-compliant tool automatically. It shows that for the travel agency to be 

secure (necessary, but non-sufficient condition since other patterns must be applied) all its 

partners‟ services must be involved in an Identity Federation, that they should have an 

Identity Provider that manages the local identity of common customers. In that manner, 

customer‟s attributes which are private (such as its credit card number) can be handled in a 

secure way (cf. to the pattern). It should be noted that behaviors from the pattern‟s model 

(Operations‟ bodies, sequence diagrams,etc) must also be added to the secure design 

model. 
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Figure 7. 7. Produced secure PIM 

Discussion 

In our example, we chose to show the application of just one pattern. But to secure 

the whole travel agency, we would need to go back to the identified threats and 

corresponding policies, to select abstract security patterns realizing each of those policies 

and then  to apply them to the design model in order to obtain a secure model. 

Editing and updating UML models is a time-consuming and error-prone task when 

done manually. Applying a pattern can have an impact on far elements of the model. 
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Moreover, once applied, a pattern may be difficult to identify. Since we proposed to save 

the sequence of weaving models (which consists in the produced relations), applying a 

pattern, or reversing the application of a pattern is made easy to the designer. 
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CHAPTER 8  

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

8. 1.  Conclusions 

SOA enables the design of flexible and modular software applications that can be 

used in a cross-organization context. So far, there exists a variety of web services security 

standards, but it is not clear how to select them and how to use them to secure a particular 

service-oriented application [Vie06]. In this dissertation, we designed a novel process to 

secure service oriented applications based on the methodology in [Fer06a]. This 

contribution is original not only because it applies the MDA approach to the design of 

service-oriented applications but also because it allows their securing by dynamically 

applying security patterns throughout the whole process, thus rendering the security 

decisions traceable and the final service-oriented application more flexible.  

First, we provided a security analysis of service-oriented applications that identified 

all security policy types necessary in the context of SOA, and we designed security-enabled 

metamodels for SOA and web services. Their security interfaces include the elements 

necessary to integrate security policies of those types.  
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Then, we presented a map of security patterns for SOA and web services and its 

corresponding catalog of security patterns. Patterns are reusable solutions to security 

problems and consist in a human-readable component and a generative, machine- and 

human-readable component. Our patterns cover a good part of the identified policy types 

necessary to secure service-oriented applications and can be used independently from our 

process, to guide the design of secure service-oriented applications. Patterns in our map are 

related using generic relationships. Among those, „realization‟; relationships relate patterns 

that solves the same problem, but at two different levels of abstraction. We showed how we 

could extract a forest of decision trees from the map. Those decision trees could help a 

designer in his security decisions along the development process. 

Finally, we defined a chain of model transformations using the QVT Relation 

language. At all phases of the development process (analysis, design, refined design) 

secured model can automatically be derived from the unsecure model if the appropriate 

security patterns are selected. Additionally, the refined design model (which includes 

elements from the chosen platform, web services) can be automatically derived from the 

design model (which includes elements from the SOA architectural style), by using our 

metamodel for web services. 

Our pattern-driven process defines how security concerns must be included at all 

stages of the development process. From the threat analysis, and the identifications of 

misuse actions [Fer06b], security patterns are selected from the map and applied 

automatically to the models used at each level of abstraction. Using the decision tree, pre-
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selected patterns can be suggested to the designer in order to facilitate the selection of 

appropriate patterns from a potentially huge number of security patterns. 

A main benefit of this process is that it decouples the application domain expertise 

from the security expertise that are both needed to build a secure application. Security 

knowledge is captured by pre-defined security patterns. Moreover, their application to an 

unsecure design can be automated and their selection is rendered easier when using the 

decision trees. A consequence is that the inclusion of security during the software 

development process becomes more convenient for the architects/designers. Understanding 

security patterns from their human-readable description and knowing how to use the 

security-enabled metamodels are sufficient skills to use our process. 

The second main benefit is that the insertion of security is semi-automated and 

traceable. Thus, the process is flexible and can easily adapt to changing requirements. 

Given that SOA was developed in order to provide enterprises with modular, reusable and 

adaptable architectures, but that security was the principal factor that hindered its use, we 

believe that our process can act as an enabler for service-oriented applications.  

8. 2.   Directions for future work 

A first direction for future work is the identification and writing of more security 

patterns at all levels, in order to „cover‟ all security policies. A study of the security map 

shows which security areas have a lack of security patterns. 
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We still need to refine this approach; in particular, we want to investigate further 

the transformation from CIM to PIM. Also, we need to detail the transformation 

definitions, since specifications such as BPEL and WSDL are complex specifications. 

More QVT Relations can be designed, and a set of constraints on the input UML models 

must be defined. 

Another direction is to investigate further how our process can be automated and 

implemented into a tool. It should be able to make accurate suggestions of security patterns 

during the development of an application using all relationship types. Additionally, many 

MDA frameworks exist. The model transformation specifications should be implementable 

easily using one of those. 

Our results consist in the design of a software development process for secure 

service-oriented applications. However, it would be valuable to abstract this process so that 

it could be architectural-style-independent, not only applicable to service-oriented 

applications. 

Finally, we need to investigate ways to validate our process. In particular, this leads 

to the problem of security patterns validation, which is resolved using methods in [Jur02]. 

But how can we verify that their application produces a secure design?  
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